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THE ROLE OF WOODROW WILSON IN AMERICAN
INVOLVEMENT IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR
Prepared by: DahamShahab Mohammed Ameen
Supervised by: Assistant Prof. Dr. Ejdan SADRAZAM
ABSTRACT
The years 1900-1917 were considered as a progressive era where they
introduced some progressive reforms in some big businesscorporations.Rules and
regulations were passed to organize trade affairs, paying attention problems faced by
cities as well as shifting income tax onto consumers and senate elections to be via
direct voting thus reducing disapproval.
Statistically in 1820, 50% of towns and industrial areas had undergone
industrial revolution creating industries of coal and iron. Thesteam turbine, telegraph
harvesters and railway line came into existence and then electricity from which most
of natural production in America did not benefit until 1850. In 1876, Alexander
Graham Bell invented the telephone and Thomas Alva Edison inventedthe light
bulbin 1882 and these influenced progressive industry in America as well asstiff
competition among factories, they built monopoly factoryso that they could compete
with European factories successfully. Andrew Carnegie owned a steel factory which
sent steel for industrial use in America in 1901, sold his property to build a general
factory for steel in America and his investment income was extrapolated by a billion
and half. OhioState dug the first oil well in Pennsylvania which strengthened
American industry. During 1881-1905 more than 37000 strikes took place and the
most important was on May 1st 1886 where almost 37 workers in McCormick
factories in Chicago took part in strikes in America, and after that it became a
universal labor day.
After having failed in threatening and expelling the Mexican president,
American president went on to occupy Veracruz and its seaports in an attempt to
colonize Mexican territories but faced resistance which led to the abandonment of
policy thus resorting to occupying small islands like Haiti in order to control of
world destinations.
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CHAPTER 1 . INTRODUCTION
This research consists of four parts, the first part is about one axisand it’s about
the lifeof American president "Woodrow Wilson" and how he got power in 18561923, The second part mentions United States and the first phase in World War in
1914-1917 and with three axes,the firstaxis in second part mentions the reasons of
United States isolation, the second axisin second part mentions the positive neutrality
in war, and the third axis in second part mentions the negative neutrality in war, The
third part mentions breakingisolation and entering to world war in 1917-1918, the
first axisin third mentions the factors that lead United States to take part in war, the
second axis in third part mentions the role of United States in war and changing the
balance, the third axis in third part mentions the abilities and Woodrow Wilson’s
effortless effort so as to put an end to war and peace treaty.
The fourth part mentions the factors of United States of America return to
isolation after war, In this research I tried my best to use the most reliable sources
and the most important one that I used "Abdul MajeedNihnahi" his book was "the
new history of United Sates of America" and this one has been used in second part
privately. As well as "Abdurrahman Alsabhawi" his book was "the new and
contemporary history of America" and this one has been used in third part and first
axis. "SalihZuhradin" his book was "a dictionary ofAmerican personality (M-E),111"
and this one has been used in first part about Woodrow Wilson’s life. And
"FrishtaNuray" her book was "the history of social and politics changes of America"
and this one has been used in second part in first axis.
"Omer Aldirawi" his book was "world war I as a well-known show" and this
one has been used at large. "FadlulahQurashi" his book was "the American history,
publically, economically and geographically". It’s been used in appendix privately.
"Abdu Aziz Suleiman Nawar" "Abdul majeedNahnahi" his book was "Europe
contemporary history in French revolution till world war II" has been used especially
in third part and third axis."Aras fareeqzaynal " his book was "American history
from ancient times till today " has been used in fourth part. "FadilHussein and
KazimHashimNihwa" his book was "Europe new history 1815-1939" has been used
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in second part in axis."VOA"the book was "American presidents" has been used in
first part.
"Margret Mamilan " his book was "Paris in six months changes the world 1919" has
been used in third axis for peaceful treaty. (Fisher.p.105) his book was "Europe new
history in French revolution period in 1950" has been used in third part in second
axis " MuhtasimNajmadin " his book was "American victory and recession embody
new system multi direction universally".
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CHAPTER 2 . THE LIFE OF WOODROW WILSON AND THE WAY HE
GOT THE PRESIDENCY OF AMERICAN
Woodrow Wilson considered himself as a ministrant and representative of the
people and said "Do not expect anything from president except the general interest of
the state". During his presidency term, Wilson implemented an advanced and
continuous reformation program, and by presenting the 14 points; he became the
founder of the world new system. His father was one of the priests of"'protestant"
church, after the civil war and during the period of developing region in "Columbia"
city, he was lecturing in the south of "Carolina" state. Wilson started higher
education in university of "Princeton" that was New Jersey at that time. He studied
law in "Virginia" university and got PhD in "Johns Hopkins University". He was the
first president in the history of America who had PhD degree.
Wilson started as a universitylecturer , Wilson as a young teacher in political
science at university of "Princeton" very quickly recorded progressive grades in
1902, and he became the president of "Princeton" universityWilson became famous
throughout the United States of America; it was that some Democrats expected him
for presidency elections(V O A,2013,96). At the beginning, the democrats were able
to convince Wilson to take part in New Jersey Governor Elections in 1910, at the
beginning of election propagandas Wilson mentioned that he would work directly for
Governors and those have candidate him. He supported the progressive party
program as a governor of State kept going on their policy. In 1912, He has been
elected for the United States presidency elections as a candidate of Democratic Party.
In the election's propaganda hetalked about the program of "Modern and
contemporary freedom(Awduzawtr, 2006, 187)
However, Wilson obtained 42 percent of total votes, but he interestingly could obtain
the majority of electoral votes. When he started as the 28th president of the USA the
population of America were 97 million people. He added many important decisions
and amendments to the laws through the congress, of them, decreasing taxes and
forbidding children to work, Wilson for the second time took part in presidency
elections and this time was on the contrary of the previous one, he hardly could get
success and won . After he succeeded in elections then he reached to a point that
USA should not be isolated in world war one. In 2nd of April, 1917, Wilson
announced the aims and goals of America in world war one and demanded from
3

congress so as to declare the war against Germany. America endeavors changed the
power balance to the Alliance, Wilson in January 1918, identified American aims in
14 points in war, and then it came out with the foundation of international
community(awduzawtr, 2010, 190).
In 1879, Wilson left "Thomas" name, which was famous among German by 14
points that caused cease-fire in world war one, when they ignored some of its points
in Versatreaty which was not in favor of Germany. Among German Journalists,
Wilson was known as a hypocrite and incompliant, the one who was talking about
neutrality, and he supported peace subsidence. However, this description is not suited
with his personality, Wilson had a general personality: with his understanding and
confidence, he chose the best for his nation and the world as well, according to his
understanding; he wanted love and peace for his nation with no condition, but his
surroundings far or near no one supported him except very little.
May be the reason was because he was so tied to his second wife, and in his father's
househis feature was stated. Wilson's mother was famous as "troublemaker", she was
a daughter of a "protestant"religious man whom was migrated from Scotland. His
father was a priest with "protestant" doctrine. Wilson was raised in a family with
"Calvinist" doctrine those who have faith in God and human. Wilson was considered
from "protestant" sectarian while he was 17 years; Wilson remained as an active
member among them until he died. He was reciting bible in the white house and
prayed submissively day and night, Wilson was thin when he was young and was
sick most of the times, he faced many challenges in his studying in university, he
received bachelor degree in "Princeton" university, he was in 38 in total of 167
students of his age, After studying law in "Virginia", he started working as a lawyer
in "Atlanta", but he failed in this job, in 1883, he wrote down his name in "John
Hopkins" university, in "Baltimore" studied "administration and politics" he finished
his PhD in 1886, and presented his thesis under the name "congressional
government". After a year, his thesis published as a book, and highly respected by
those who are specialized in that field, because they determined the weak points in
America government system. In 1885, he got married to "Ellen Louise Axson", Ellen
was a daughter of a religious priest in Georgia State.She was very pleasant woman;
she had strong motherhood feelings, she managed her house and looked after her
three children with patience, she liked drawing and as the first wife, she implemented
all her social duties cleverly(VOA,2013,98).
4

Wilson was working for 3 years at a women education center in Philadelphia, but he
left that job so as to give lectures in "Wesleyan University"inConnecticut, they
transferred him in 1980, so as to be employed in "Princeton" as a professor in "Law
and Economic policy". The students interested in attending his lectures, and he wrote
many articles and books. When they offered him the university presidency in 1902,
he accepted with pleasure and he started with big reformations and changings
directly, also, he established a modern system and to build students dormitories, but
his program was failed, because of old payees opposition, and after he failed to make
changes in university, then he tried to make changes in policy. He left an idea to the
public opinion that is why the democrat demanded him to candidate himself for state
governor in New Jersey in 1910. By the support of his party, he succeeded without
any effort. Instead of being obedient to his party, he became a great leader among
them and started reforming and renewing radically. He was very talented in
presenting speeches and set a reforming program for primary elections. He has
legislated the anti-corruption law, work assurance and providing public areas. The
Senate of the State and people in general looked these quick attractive happenings.
When the presidential elections approached, some of previous members of democrat
party were resolved to nominate and Wilson agreed to that competition, his
candidature took a lot of time whether he would be able to nominate for party
congress in Baltimore, eventually, he was able to win for the 46th

victory

(Zaynal,2010,269).
Due to the competition that happened among the republicans "William H.
Taft" and "Theodore Roosevelt" the competition was very strong that is why the
Republican became weak and Wilson succeeded and his opinion was that the will of
God was on his success.It was clear for Wilson that he had strong successful ideas,
because of this after congress meeting in 1913, Wilson stood in front of all
convention parties and that was an obvious event in Washington, Wilson demanded
to decrease customs duty and they put a tax on the result under the name "Andrew
Symonds" that was the reason
to decrease customs duty which was from the time of internal wars up to this moment
had not been decreased at the same year there was an agreement about federal money
and bank system andmoney were put on new basis,after that in 1914, he set the
monopoly prohibition law that was the power of Sherman law principles in 1890 and
up to this moment remained and by this law Wilson could eradicate it. After the
5

oncoming elections in 1916, Wilson signed another law and that law facilitated for
farmers to get loans and set work protection law for children and set a law for rails to
work for eight hours and about this point only "The Federation Railway" could set
law for it, but Wilson could revise within that law(Zuhradin,2004,187).
The German submarine's action was illegal that led to more humanitarian
disadvantages, Wilson warned that such an action should not be repeated that was in
May 1915, and that drowned the ship "Lusitania" and 128 American died. Wilson is
trying to keep isolation and the Allies were happy due to America isolation, they
would be able to get and buy more loans and heavy weapons, Wilson's isolation
persistence in world war one was the reason to resign the secretary of State in
America "William J Bryan" in 1915.
In 1916 and during the presidential elections, the Democrats made their election
propagandas by advertisement under the name of "He Kept Us Out of War" Wilson's
intention was to keep America safe and far from war, Wilson in his statement
expressed his hatred towards war, in a campaign election towards "Howard Hughes"
as a republican nomination stood against war advertisers severely, he supposed
himself as number one advertiser of world peace.Wilson indicated that, this war is
against civilization, He wanted to keep America and its honor from the war of violent
countries."The nature of elections"in America is very complex; therefore, when they
elected Wilson for the second time in 1916. He should have done the burdens on his
shoulder in second time, after Germany back to Submarineswar, Wilson demanded
from congress to have an effective speech then he got the majority votes of Senators
that lead America to take part in war. Wilson also in 1917, supervised the factory,
lorry, foodstuff and price of goods. He demanded the congress to pass the law in case
if they need youth in military, write their names, an army sent to France. The
fourteen points that Wilson declared in January 1918, that he demanded from the five
points of beginning to have open discussions to impose a treaty for nautical liberty
and number 3-6 was related to the borders.The important point of his peace program
was number Fourteen as he demanded to establish "League of Nations", from the
beginning neither German president nor the Allies paid attention to these points, but
when German president agreed to cease-fire in January on Wilson's program, he
wanted and liked to make peace treaty that was made in Paris(Zuhradin,2004,187).
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Wilson had a special personality to a point that people kept him wrongly, he was
uneducated till he was nine years, then he became the university president of
"Princeton" Most of America politicos paid attention to researches, and scientific
studies, Wilson was also lived in calamities of local wars, and this affected on
making his personality and on top of that, he associated America to world war I. after
that he tried to have the leadership of the whole world to establish a new worldly
system that its headquarter would be "The League of Nations",(Rubenzer and
Faschingbauer,2004,12). Wilson by obtaining PHD degree in the field of philosophy
in 1886 in university of John Hopkins he had a personality that he himself became
loner and by utilizing so many philosophical words that made his statement stronger,
especially the statement that he presented so as to be able to get the public opinion of
American people concerning war, because Wilson got different certificates in law,
rights and philosophy with these different ideas was able to express his statement in
the most effective and beautiful way, he listened to everyone, but he always had his
own opinion, he wanted the world peace a lot, he did not believe big victories via
war, but the power of economy would do it on the opponent, but in necessity times
utilizing weapon would be an allowed job as events, he associated America into war
for just a year as a savior not invader.
Wilson was resolved that this would be the last war, he travelled to Paris in 1918,
and the victorious countries wanted to come to the League of Nations to end the war
in the future.Wilson was happy, because Paris people warmly welcomed him, but the
leaders of Britain, France and Italy did not believe his idealisticIt was his duty when
he was back to America to convince "The senate" on this treaty and Wilson travelled
to all states of America and demanded that America people support him for world
peace. The majority of the historians named him as "Fantasy Man" during the
"Reconciliation Conference". His fourteen principles made him to have this surname,
but his fantasy guided to Europe, and politicos in north and South America
denounced Wilson by "Dollar policy" and this is an actual policy , its aims and goals
that Washington government economy in progress towards South America countries.
Wilson was famous by expressing statements, but when he puts the words in a treaty
context from the political side was not precise, and this indicted that he addressed on
principles not on actual problems (Nawar and Nahnahi,2009,507).
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His far-sighted in world affairs granted him a bright status, especially the League of
Nations and this came as a result from the of political sciences specialty, as well as
American politicos open up their eyes to world problems especially Europe issues,
the fourteen principles of Wilson towards Europe complex problems were in danger,
because Wilson was responsible towards nation violated rights and right to selfdetermination, and even Wilson was responsible from that betrayal towards those
nations to surrender them to a couple of victorious powerful countries, Wilson was a
president of a democratic parliament country, whenever his party has not got victory,
he would lose his post and it was like that indeed, because the republican party got
majority of votes in congress in elections of November 1918, with such a result
hispower became weak. The parliament by unanimous vote supported "David Lloyd
George and Georges Clemenceau" besides the most general opinion some historian
elucidated that Wilson paid a lot of attention to a particular concept in league of
nations,Among his friends considered as a full interest matter. and that was to
compensate congress failures and when he back to America to show himself as
angelic of peace and tranquility, and tried to provide security to all areas and show
worthiness. Those problems that peace congress must see were more, the most
complex one was Europe new map that made more debate on this plot of ground and
the other, that’s why some committees were composed for investigation, But just
three leaders in reality "Wilson, David Lloyd George and Georges Clemenceau" had
their first and last speechto express their views on Europe new map. Taking their
countries interest into consideration, from the three leaders some charters were
imposed to failure countries like Treaty of Versailles with Germany in "28th June
1919", Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye with Austria, Treaty of Trianonwith
Hungary,The Treaty of Neuilly with Bulgaria, and Treaty of Sèvres with
Turkey(Nawar and Nahnahi,508).
In 14th December 1918, George Washington with an America delegation in the
purpose of taking part in peace symposium out of his country, and they welcomed
him officially by Tank shootings out of New York, ships hanged horns and planes
and Balloons were flying over them and Robert Lansing as a secretary state of
America hoped to have an everlasting stability. He set free the pigeon carried peace
message, the ship was like Germany passenger ship, the statue of liberty took
towards Atlantic Ocean, Wilson and no one of American president till that time had
8

not gone to Europe. His foes made him guilty by violation basic laws, even the
supporters of Wilson thought in a way that he might have lost his mind! Do you
think that Wilson with his strong status lost his mind? His point of view was very
clear: going forward to peace was as important as getting victory in war.
Before Wilson went to Europe, he told the congress with low spirit and joyless and
said "Now, I know my job for the sake of crimes that they shed blood for them, I
would try to have a great role" Wilson wrote a letter for his great and sacred friend
"Edward house" that he had just got into Europe "the purpose of his remaining in
Paris was to pave the way for the main phase in applying peace". In1919 Wilson
remained in Europe for 6 months, and the question is whether he ought to go to Paris
or not? That many contemporaneous intellectuals of that time were busy with him.
Wilson made a good circumstance for those cease-fires that ended the Great War.
Why Wilson must not have wanted peace? However Wilson had not started as a
president, He got a progressivism way that leads him to an external world
(Makmilan,2012,25-26).
The period of Wilson's presidency got a series of successes, but from both the
political and personal sides had bad, unpleasant and gloominess memories. A part
from this, he left a group of foes behind, the majority of them were his friend
previously, as a democrat president in New Jersey in a get together said "Wilson is
the enemy". The officer publish the edition, in the name of "Ray stunner DE baker"
that he was ready to be sacrificed, and said he was a very tough and hard headed
man" House also said "whenever a question being asked to him, he would get with an
absolute open mind and listened to all consultations and suggestions that became the
cause of modifying a right decision. But up to that moment was obedient till he
would evaluate the questions and about to prepare the decision and when the decision
was right, everything will be ended and will not listen to the suggestions and
consultations and after that nothing can move it" French ambassador in Washington
said "if he would have lived two centuries before, he would be the biggest persecutor
in the world, because he never thought, because it never come on his mind and he
may be once face an error".Wilson had unknown and obscure personality, in a way
that his close friends like David Lloyd George and Georges Clemenceau were not
like him and could not readhim easily, that a leader tried in a way to be closed in the
most genuine Gospel language, He is a person that loves democracy, but the curse of
9

his politicos friend in his heart, He was a person that he served humanity, but very
rarely had individual relations(Zuhradin,2004,189).As Baker said " he was one of the
rarely idealist as (Kalvin) or (Cromwell) sometimes back to this earth for a while an
implosionan amazing power in a temporarily way that a wrong person made a task
into a higher level of confidence that till this moment had not feel it".
In a time when Wilson went in front of a congress in 1917, and said " God did not
want to encourage this great and peaceful people towards the most disastrous war,
this job is far away from humanity and is unpleasant thing and civilization is on two
ways that we have to choose one of them "In Wilson's opinion that the minority of
German people would say that their leaders had a huge burden of vice and crimes in
their shoulders, for this reason they must be punished(VOA,2013,100).
Wilson was telling the youths "you are free whenever you want to visit me so as to
feel there is freedom" and said "you will tell me what is right then I strive for it" No
one was able to understand Wilson easily. the more we research on the "selfdetermination" concept, the bigger problems would be made,"Lansing"asked himself
"when the president mention self-determination, what unit would be in his mind?
Was his purpose a race? Or an occupied area or community?" Lansing thought that
Wilson by utilizing this phrase made a huge disaster in 1919… Wilson purified from
sins in front of a congress said "when I said this speech It is the right of every nation
to identify their self-determination, I did not have lots of information concerning
nations that we face them day after day",(Rubenzer and Faschingbauer,2004p:130).
Wilson spent much of his time with specialists concerning a topic that he liked so
much, when Wilson travelled to Paris, he told those who are with him and said
"Making peace must be on new legal principles, if not, heat and smoke would
upward from the world". It was very easy to mock at Wilson and many parties did
that. "Maurice Hankey"was a British war secretary and then peace secretary "Every
time he locked away a couplet of the fourteen points as sensitive indication material"
he said that was "Source of manner" everywhere in Europe and in arenas, streets, rail
way station and in parks were people to carry Wilson's name, people shouted "we
wish Wilson's peace" they knelt on the floor, because of Wilson's picture
(Makmilan,2012,22-32). People got these fourteen points as an inspiration and
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Wilson supposed this as a happiness sign for himself, but at the same time felt
worried a lot.
When Wilson travelled ahead to Paris, the drumbeat "Brittany" the sky was filled by
sound and they repeated this slogan in a loud voice "Live long America- Live long
Wilson" The foreign affairs of France welcomed Wilson in a very happy and excited
way, when a shuttle train in Paris, Wilson's doctor was close to the window of the
train around 3 at dawn looked at outside that women, men and children stood on the
way to welcome Wilson (Zuhradin,2004,191).
When his first wife passed away, Wilson relied on his wife "house" more than
the past, Wilson wrote in 1915 "you are the only one that I can say anything and
everything with you, with some people I say something, with some others, I say
something else, but with you, I say whatever in my mind". When Wilson had the
second marriage, he thoroughly looked at "house" and her eyes were full of
stinginess, Wilson reached Paris afternoon and met a counselor and that was
"Edward House", he was silent all the times, dialectician, in high spirit, House never
took part in wars, but he had a precise familiarity on wars, When he was three in age,
he was familiar in riding horses and archery, He overmastered from the psychology,
a biography said from his tongue "My habit was to make boysfight to know what
they do, then I tried to reconcile between them"House in knowing people and mind
reading was a teacher, once George Clemenceau told "House" that, I can stay with
you, because you are a practicable and I understood it, But speaking with Wilson was
as if speaking with Jesus!" oh, Georges Clemenceau was not wrong to say this and
that, because Wilson was a person that understanding him easily was very hard as
some of his friends said that never something came into his mind that one day to
make mistakes(Makmilan,2012,35-36).Wilson was resolved to secure the world
peace via a treaty and under the control of refusing this treaty became so worry, the
president faced parlaysisdisease in November, 1919, in a time when he had a speech,
he faced this happening, this sickness made him to spent most of his days in white
house and his second wife took care of him very much to a point till she took his
hand so as to be able to sign government affairs, Wilson protected his authority
altogether till his presidency ended in 11 march, 1921, Wilson got Nobel prize in
1920, because of all his tiredness on getting world peace.
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In November, 1919, the congress elections had been done, the republican in both
bodies "the house of representatives andthe house of Senates" got unanimous vote,
and it was a must for Republican to prepare themselves for Alliance, But Wilson did
not see that from them, that is why he travelled to France without having any
Republican with him and ignored being close to Republican, but when he had
paralysis disease, he was not able to actdirectly that is why whatever he wanted, he
did it through his second wife, this was the unpleasant result for president
Wilson(Makmilan,2012,38-39).
Wilson passed away in 3rdFebruary 1924. After his death, his reputation became
very bad, because they accused him of taking part in World War one, but in world
war two the public opinion gave Wilson the attributes of god, they supposed that
Wilson was like a messenger, some people thought like that in cold war time that
Wilson had a swain idea, but Wilson was a great leader in 21st century in general.
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CHAPTER 3 .THE UNITED STATES AND THE FIRST STAGE OF THE
WORLD WAR I
It

was

28thof

June

when

a

patriotic

extremist

student

holding

"Serbian"nationality, during their visit to "Sarajevo" the capital of "Bosnia" state,
opened fire on both successors of the Austrian Empire and assassinated them. The
Austrian government accused Serbian state, and the First World War was the
outcome of those tensions. In that situation, America chose to deal neutrally with
what will happen. Why neutrality? Wilson, what is the reason behind of that? Step by
step the war is rising up and no body compromises, so to what extent and where
could the war stop.
Wilson is not an ordinary person but he is an educated and capable man.
Anytime, he faces difficulties he finds diplomatic solutions to that. At the beginning
of the war, Wilson the president of America during a speech for the American people
as he is well known as a very good speech doer is able to convince others
immediately. Anyhow, he gave his speech and said "The U.S has to stay theoretically
and practically neutral,The people of America should think and deal with their
matters impartially".What kind of situation the American people will have and what
will be their public opinion? The war or the peace? Why Wilson focuses accurately
on impartiality, let us see the events and what will happen(Nahnahi,2012,153-154).
At the beginning of the war, the president Wilson was one of those who stayed
neutral because he was naturally against the war and a person with ethics and
ideality. This was not the only reason for Wilson's impartiality but his always hopes
were to continue on staying neutral in order to be able to play the role of the referee
among the fighting countries. In addition to that, he liked democracy and believed in
the principles of constitution, also he was greatly supporting the system of free
policy.
Wilson probably got that from his long study in a well-known university
"Brinston", We should not forget the understanding of the American citizenry and
their likes and obedience to their country and the leaders and senators good advice,
above all, that the American people in external policy after the America internal war
especially in late 19th century and early of 20th century that liked the expansionism a
lot, but still obstinate.
From the abiding of "Washington"advises, and "Monroe" principles, and to be away
from any political interference in Europe continent, but with the increase of German
submarines attacks on America's ships and the American public opinion increased
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against German and its Allies, what will it be Germany's future? And Germany up to
this moment has got the strongest power in war and they confronted the fiasco of the
American people and its leader's opposition. The public opinion of the American
people increased towards Britain and its Allies so America must leave the isolated
policy and take part in the war.
Neutrality has a great benefit for now and future of America and it is a
rational policy. America must try to take part in the war in a way that gets the least
loss and the most profit.From the beginning of the war America had declared its'
neutral situation due to some factors, like America from the military side has not
prepared well to get into a war that is out of American continent, and that America
has not taken part in such a great war previously, from the other hand, America
wanted

to

boost

its

economy

on

the

expense

of

the

European

countries(nahnahi,2012,154).Also, during a speech, the American president declared
and said in May, 1916 that "The USA are much greater than to take part in this war".
It's clear that Wilson wants via growing the spirit of its nation to bring all of their
neutrality and isolation opinions, Wilson wants with his points of view that America
has to work against the victory of one side from the other and was continuous until
some months before America got into war hand in hand with Allies countries against
Germany and its Allies.
It's important to state that the other factors of America neutrality and isolation
policy and that is the nature of the American people and American people consists of
different identities like "German, France, Italy, Britain and some other nations" after
the discovery of America continent that they did a lot to it and this would lead their
thinking in a way that America must be neutral, because if America took part, The
America citizenry feelings were in a way that America should support their country
and genuine people and after that if America involvement hand in hand with one
side and against the other, American people would not have the same attitudes and
opinions, otherwise it might be a problem for America itself(Alsabhawi,2013,177178).
At a specific stage, especially that Germany got lots of great victories, The American
president Wilson tried to cease fire and provide peace among the fighting countries,
and again he delivered a statement in front of the congress in Jan, 1917 under the
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name of "Peace without victory" and he meant from his statement slogan "War
should be ceased and every country should be agreed so as people do not confront
violent wars"but "David Lloyd George". He responded the statement and said "The
Allies countries will not ceasefire till the real peace exists", But why Britain got such
an attitude? Because they fight a country which is Germans, as a historian would
mention their spirit to war in this way and say "German people startedthe war" that
means they had severity, hatred and racial discrimination(Alsbhawi,2013,178).
No doubt that, President Wilson was aware of the happenings on the ground
and he and his citizenry were neutral in a time that European countries were
struggling in a deep way and so many war tragic epos were done, Their struggling
were in a way like" France wanted to bring back Alsace and Lorraine areas,
Germany were looking for more colonies to put under its control and takes over the
far east, Austria wanted to annihilate Serbia, Russia wanted to take over both
Bosphorus and Dardanelles and Serbia wanted to occupy Bosnia and Herzegovina
and Italy wanted to occupy TERE SINA and Trentino and Romania wanted to set
Transylvania under its control(Fishar,2015,p:461). What is Wilson waiting for? What
is the hidden secret? He has tried to boost economy and military but what was his
intention just as a trade or to strengthen the United States and weaken the fighting
countries then take part in war, Wilson must have thought at the beginning that he
has to take part in war eventually, but he wants to guarantee the victory before they
go for the war. Also, despite of the desire to weaken the European Countries
militarily and economically, America wanted to strengthen its authority on European
countries behalf. What is important here is that America could make so many things
and advantages in the neutral policy at the beginning of the war. America used the
war's changing and conditions for its interests, especially the European need for food
and military stuffs. America thought that trading is like a great mass destruction
weapon and it was really like that. The American trading amount with allies was
bigger than it was with Germany, because British submarines were controlled the sea
trading.
According to that, the war had great benefits for America even at its beginning
especially for those whom were traders and work in industry; they got so many
wealth in a very short time. The proof to the progress of American economy between
the years 1914 - 1916 was that, its amount had quadrupled and the American industry
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was the powerful one to be able to work and fill in the lack that was left in the
European Factories, because the majority of them were destroyed and as a result the
demand on the weapons and bombs highly increased, accordingly, the American
economy had quickly developed (Alsabhawi,2013,205-206).
Wilson was not such a naive person to put America in war unless it is for its
benefits; Wilson as a democratic moral person he brought all states back to
repression; and he was carefully listening to Washington's advice and adopting
Monroe's principals. He, with his mind power, wanted to drive the United States to
neutrality and as he was afraid about both Americas safety, he was afraid of America
been a part of the war(Nahnahi,2012,159).
Wilson was a person that hated immoral behavior. He believed that, when two
countries fight against each other, each one will share part of the war responsibility.
When both sides want permanent peace, they have to stop fighting immediately and
do not wait until one of them wins and the other one loses. According to this and
despite of the deep hate feelings towards German dictatorial authority, he wanted his
country remain neutral, so not to be a reason of strengthening one side and
weakening the other side over the other and he was successful until the year 1917 to
remain like that to such an extent, he told one of his friends "Fighting against Europe
is precisely a crime against civilization". During the period of neutrality until the
Wilson's interfering into the war, the reader might doubt and ask whether the
neutrality of President Wilson was the real outcome of his policy? Actually,
terrorizing the Austrian king at the beginning of the war did not affect the American
public opinion, and people were generally following the local issues of their country
especially the financial and economical reformations arranged by the president
Wilson at the beginning of his president ship. That is why; the news and chaos of the
war did not control the American's mind because by the end of the 19th century the
Americans used to hear a lot about political assassination, terrorism and adversities
(Nahnahi,2012,157).
As a result of the interfering by the super power countries in a general
comprehensive war that did not equal the First World War. Though, Americans
believed that murdering the Austrian's king was such a local and bordered war which
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will be resolved peacefully and ended up through treaties by the ministers of foreign
affairs in the embassies of big countries.
Such situation may represents the America's public opinion unknowing the truths,
and misunderstanding the disputes among European countries and their competitions
on.Controlling areas belonging to some others also the treaties against each other
which were far away from the principals of justice. But the rush changings of
European countries towards the war and the spreading murders in approximately all
European countries awaken and risen the Americans awareness and they should be
aware of all events. The American people critic to the Europeans was in spite of
having famous and well-known civilization they could not find a solution to their
problem. At that time, the population of America was reached about 100,000,000
million consisted of different nations came from Europe to the new
continent(Alsabhawi,2013,190-191).
As American people accepted to stay neutral but no one could prevent Irish's from
fighting the British, even those whom their origins belong to Germans could not stop
hating British people because they had suffered from them a lot during the first
occupation. Anyhow, Wilson could put America in a neutral side for a long time.
Until the presidential elections in 1916 when Wilson participated on the same
principles and asked Americans to vote depending on peace and neutrality also not to
take part in the war as much as they can(Fishar,2015,462). Of course, Wilson should
have thought that, if he participated in the war before the elections people will not
vote for him again! So, he may be wanted to be elected by the people once again and
then shows his real directions towards the war and to point at the weak and strong
parties of the war. Even more, Wilson in one of his election propagandas said "I
know that you depend on me to protect our nation from facing a destructive war, till
now I was successful, and I swear by the Gods' will and support to keep doing the
same even in the future if I could do that. But here, you have honored me with
another mission which is preserving the dignity of the United States and this task has
nothing to do with my attitude but it depends on other countries' policies so let us see
how they are going to
act toward us". This speech shows that Wilson will drive the U.S into the war.
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Under the emblem of peace, Wilson's advocates were ambulating all America left
and right asking people to elect again under the slogan "elect again so as to stay away
from war" and for the second round Wilson won the elections, and few months later
America became part of the war(Fishar,2015,468). The United States were
sometimes impartial and other times stayed neutral because it was culturally
consisted of many nations. Their cultures were spread out in the whole country. Also,
America's land was very rich for farming that is why people did not want to take part
in the war; and because it will stop their jobs consequently they will not be able to
work. They thought like if America participated in the European's war, in the future
the Europeans will interfere in their internal affairs. Also, about a century ago
Monroe the president of the United States put the political principles. That is why the
president who came after had to follow them and did not want to change them or
play with those principles. Eventually, those principles were not respected during the
expansion of the United States.(Aldirawi,2015,48-49). The Irish people who
inhabited there did not want America to help Britain at all, because they hated British
whom did not give them their autonomy, but instead the Irish wanted to cause a big
loss for Britain as much as they can as a way of revenge. Even the rich people and
those who owned American factories were afraid that they have to sell the weapons
to fighters or soldiers because they only wanted to get benefits for their interests
without paying attention to the crimes, killing and destroying. Therefore, the war was
not in the interest of the workers at any time because it was their duty to provide the
guns and equipment with fuel and they finally end up deep in the sea and became
.
Food for fishes. All these factors pushed America at the time of Wilson's president
ship to play an advisory role and stay neutral, not to become a "participated enemy"
in the victories or in the defeats(Kumajr,1990,455-456).Is Woodrow Wilson able to
play the role of the referee? Because the war is at its first stages and the fighting
countries are still at the top of their power? No, he is not able to play the role of the
referee. Here at this stage, the situations of the United States are useless for America
because the powerful parties are always not showing flexibility and they do not
compromise therefore they do not accept the role of the referee, and that means
America has to work on weakening the all European countries powers then to put
conditions for understandings and offer solutions to the parties. If this task is
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applicable America will then be able to guarantee a universal peace all over the
world. This was the Ideal dream that controlled the mind of Woodrow Wilson for a
long time,although realizing this dream was a mission impossible(Julian,1989,203204).
The United States of America could gain an expectable victory during the First
World War 1914 – 1917, though at first it decided to stay neutral, but it had a
constant strategy way in interfering, and it always had a determined role in all wars.
They knew when to be part of the wars and how to end it successfully for their
benefits. According to this strategy, the Americans did not participate until before the
war was over. They were just like monitors watching what is happening around and
the US was giving reports from time to time focusing as usual on one point: America
should be on the neutral side (Najmadin,2015,45). While the war was rising up more
and more, it had so many effects like prospering national feelings and nationality
belongings, and prosperity of both Thoughts "Nazism" and "Chauvinism", also
growing the financial and economic prosperity of big countries which led to
reformations and bomb progressing. While the US are aware of all those events and
tries using them for supporting economy and military issues, so as to plan a
successful future all over the world(Najmadin,50-53).
It is also worth mentioning that, America's economic prosperity did not start
during 1914 – 1917 but it was back to the years 1900 – 1917. This period is known
as the era of developed events and the end of political partiality. During this period
so many reformation uprisings appeared so as to prevent incumbents from stealing
and corruption. Despite of the appearance of different rules that disciplined the
trading policy, also putting tax upon wealth and fortunes also using direct elections
to vote for senators, and step by step there were no more objections by the people,
and there were efforts for fixing up in justice issues mainly treating non-social
equality affairs.
These reformations founded an instant variety in the industrial sector and
reduced the social problems very obviously; putting taxes more efficiently on
companies' wealth for the first time. It also strengthened the liberalism principles
more that the American society had been built on them(Nuray,2013,204).When
Wilson got the authority in 1912, those reformations took specific direction and the
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reformation theories were applied which were interested more in improving the
urban and the rural life of workers. All these factors helped in decreasing the people's
objections, and they were like obstacles confronting the socialism progressing,
"America was born in villages and grown up in cities" is a word said by the
American historian "Hasford" which is a proof of all those variations that the
industrial revolution at the beginning of the century brought within itself(Steel
kumajr,460).In the years 1914 – 1917 the reader of the American history during these
four years will be surprised by all the things done by the leader and the president
Wilson! Wilson tried to idealize the democratic political thoughts. He was a
kindhearted politician, and he believed in order to gain human rights all the nations
have to work together. The neutrality of America at the beginning of the First World
War put America in a very bad condition because it was shipping big amounts of
food and bombs to allies', and this let them facing many submarining attacks by
Germany . Therefore, the policy of German military was using the submarining
attacks in order to weakening Britain's economy. In May 1915 a passenger ship
called "Lusitania" was attacked by German submarines and so many people were
murdered and most of them were American, 124 Americans were died as some
historians mentioned. After this event and in the "Sykes" treaty in 1916 Germany
promised not to attack passenger ships. In addition to that, Germany had no other
ways than submarining to gain victory over the allies. This attitude by Germany
made the world and the people of America standing against it, and Wilson described
it as a violation of human rights but still did not decide seriously the war upon
Germany. In some official writings and documents Germany promised not to attack
and submarining any ships before warning them in advance, and whenever an
American ship was attacked, Germans have to do their best to save the life of its
passengers(Julian,201).
The British propaganda for obtaining the American public opinion to fight against
Germany has risen up, and Britain in its announcements tried every way to push
America to take part in this war against Germany. Britain had published such points
of view that Germany wants to establish a military dictatorship in the world. Despite
of all these attempts America still did not inter the war directly and the public
opinion did not support it also, and until now the war was known as the European
war. After those four years of neutrality the reason why America entered the war
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deeply and directly was because the British people published a letter in public and
showed it to America in which Germany asked Mexico to help when the war is
raising against America, and after the aiming victory in return Germany will bring
the three taken Mexican states "New Mexico, Arizona, Texas" back to Mexicans.
Actually this letter had a great and direct impact on America and caused it to be an
effective part of the war, but only a letter from a weaken and exhausted country like
Germany who has no chances to win unless through submarining was not a proper
reason for the war unless America had got other big reasons and this reason was one
of them, and being a part of the war in this way was not predictable and especially
for such a simple reason. Anyhow, this letter prepared America for the war. In April
1917 "Wilson" went to the congress and read his historical speech: "We are not
going to fight against Germany but only against the German military dictatorship, we
should create a world within democracy is kept. We are going to fight for those
principles which are known as "Monroe's" inheritance in order to save and protect
the real human rights of small nations and the freedom of minorities and to create
understandings among the free nations So, to keep their rights we are going to fight
for the sake of providing peace, and stability for each one of the countries and
granting the world freedom(Alsabhawi,2013,210).
No doubt that Wilson's historical speech was the reason for America to take part in
war. Wilson's speech was very influential for congress and the American People and
the fighting countries and even for the whole world. Wilson was ideal and introvert
with lots of potential to express a speech. Wilson wanted to boost the economy, then
participate in war and this policy for boosting economy was not just his plan, but his
party which is originally "Democrat party".Because originally members of this
party.Tried to take out their party as a responsible togrow the economy and finance
of that country.As for the plan of this party or Democrat party, Wilson was able to
implement the plan of the Democrat party, He led America to have a very high level
of economical side, especially between 1914-1917 and that was after boosting
economy and gained a huge profit in his neutral policy via trade with European
countries and selling foodstuffs and weapons(Majid,156).The historian in any way in
1914-1915 described and said European wars were as a dangerous chess, each
country told the other country "checkmate" if the opponent country withdrew then
they won't be under any threat, But this description hide a truth which is the effects
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of losing soldiers, Because in each checkmate, the soul of thousand soldiers was
victimized, apart from thousands of injuries and handicaps and America till this
moment as an audience looked at the happenings, success, failure and generated
plans for the future.
The civilized circumstances in 1916 was unstable, so many slogans were raised as a
symbol to cease fire, Germany "Beet Winter" in Switzerland "No colonialism" in the
Imperium of Austria, The nation of "Czech" wanted independence, in Ireland "peace
for Ireland" These are the slogans were raised(Aldirawi,95).
What do all these mean? If we don't mention those slogans generally, we can talk
about "Beet Winter" In Germany. Germany is a country that has enough beet farmed
They rarely asked other countries for food in peace time, But German people faced a
very bad starving in 1916 to a point that Beet became the main food for eating.
German generalship mentioned that the Naval Blockade of Britain made this
hunger.The reason of this hunger belongs to Britain, It's crystal clear that Germany
wanted to eradicate the gossips that spread among the German people and said that
this war would lead us to hunger and calamities and they don't want to encourage
people so as to have self-control from that hunger "Devastating the guilty Britain.
But why Germany was in hunger? No doubt that this was the Germany government
guilt itself because they spent all government incomes in war. They took the farmers
in their farming to the front lines of war, that’s why the ratio of agricultural
production was decreased, The price of goods were up and down without any
monitoring, this would lead the farmers to sell pigs and animals. Above all, this
poverty, the agricultural harvest in winter 1916 was rare or lost that’s why the beets
were increased. They controlled all German tables, that was at a time that the
American economy still growing and in a higher state like a stable planet above the
Europe sky monitoring the war and changes carefully and merchandise with the
Alliance.(Fishar,2015,483).
It might be correct to say "Bit man" was the German Advisor in the First World War
because he was the cleverest politician of that time, because from the very beginning
he thought that war would not end in a radical victory, Neither for Germany nor for
its enemy. The idea was that Wilson has not just thought in this way, but he also
abided by it. That’s why he has not passed the sea to Europe yet, that’s why he kept
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the word agreement in his mind a lively "Wilson and Bitman may have close ideas",
But above all that, he was an advisor of a huge state, but they don't let him to express
his ideas frankly, and this is in a time that his country has been facing a huge war, He
told the reality of his prediction concerning war to some of his close friends and
relatives.Bit man the German advisor was hopeless to evaluate his opinions, because
the war strategic changed to submarines and utilized to a wide war, A German
advisor" Bitman" waited for a big risk from America, He tried his best to stay
America neutral. The situation won't be continuous after drowning the American ship
and Bitman predicted this in a very good way. In this way the contradiction started
among the German politico, the general command of Germany demanded from
Kaiser to let Britain people die of hunger, but after that the pigboat "submarines"
destroyed British pigboats "submarines". The advisor was afraid of United States of
America to go to the Alliance side against Germany. Some of the British politico
thought that an absolute victory of this war would be very hard, and some warlords
had the same opinions. Both groups of politicians and warlords said "As we cannot
get victory over the enemies, so the enemies cannot get victory over us" So the only
solution is agreement, but what kind of agreement? Germany wants to make an
agreement on the basics of "current circumstances". But Britain wants to make an
agreement on the basics of those international borders that was identified in any other
countries before the declaration of war in 1914, but Germany wants when the
international Alliance will tie, so the borders will be determined from the year they
were at war in 1916.
Let's go over the opinions on the agreement from German side carefully. The
German says: "The Alliance doesn’t get victory, but we don't get an absolute victory
as well" they said, we will be agreed with one condition with the current borders that
the current areas that are under our control should stay under our control. This area
has controlled by strive and victimization of German soldiers and via controlling
these areas, we would protect the rearward in consequences of any Alliance attack if
they do, we must leave some occupied areas, but we do not leave all in any
condition, for instance "Poland" which is a crucial area for us, because they are as a
fence between us and Russia. As well as our power should be safe in "Belgium" to
broaden our German merchandise ,The German conditions were hard for
agreement.The United Nations are not aware of these happenings and both countries
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bit by bit close to war, Germany imposed many conditions upon the alliance, but if
any time The United States participate with the Alliance, they would be the Salvation
Army for the whole world, Germany won't have a hope in victory except to
implement the Peace Congress conditions that will be imposed upon it.But The
United Sates still awaits for more changes and the victory of this side upon the other,
who is strong and who is weak and they are still busy how to boost the economy,
naval forces and Media is busy to declare the neutral sayings even election slogans
were written in it in 1916. "We will keep you away from war" The America searches
for a way to cede Germany in any way and obey the American orders
(Ziyad,2013,70).Anyhow, on Dec12th 1916. The German government passed a peace
memorandum, they identified unknown matter to put an end to the war against the
Alliance and This Memorandum has not got certain conditions, anyhow"Bit man" the
German Advisor in that Memorandum had Aims and Goals and the most important
are the following:
1. Germany has to keep the coal mine areas and French metal resources.
2. Letting Belgium under Germany's control.
3. To obtain the Belgian Congo in Africa.
4. Poland as a barrier for Germany against any Russian attack.
The Britain and France for whatever reason disapproved this memorandum , but
the United States attitude was very different from France and Britain, so president
"Wilson" saw the German peace memorandum as a good opportunity as judge to go
into war. As we know, America at the beginning was neutral concerning the war, as
well as they felt that once upon a time to go into war, because of the naval blockade
that Germany put upon the British Pigboat "submarines" and also "Lusitania" has
been destroyed by the German submarines. Also, America or Wilson saw the
German Advisor memorandum for peace as a "golden opportunity to save the world
from war calamities and tragedies"
On 18th December, The United States of America requested Germany and the Allies
to negotiate for agreements and Lloyd George concerning the agreement on January
10th 1917, He said this answer to the president Wilson and contains the following
conditions:
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1. The German military must withdraw from all areas that occupied after the first day
at the beginning of war in 1914.
2. Germany must compensate the Belgium.
3. An international agreement must be respected concerning the sea, and dryness in a
way so as not to be able to attack any other countries anymore(Alkiyali,2009,80).
When Wilson got these answers the "so called" didn't believe, but Wilson has a
utopian idea that's why we see his suggestion to be the main principle and the rights
of "Small nations' for stating self-determination" should be taken into consideration,
if so, What will happen to Austrian Imperium? Or would Russia leave Poland remain
Occupied? Or the Ottoman State would not be a remaining of a weak and interrupted
empire. Actually, Britain and France didn’t like Wilson's suggestion, because Britain
and France came to war against Germany originally. The two called countries were
at war against the Ottomans and Austria, because these two emperors are the Allies
with Germany not for any other reasons. Currently, self-determination as it's been
suggested, Britain and France thought that this would be the reason to demolish
Turkey and Austria, but not Germany. What a surprise consequence? Would British
people and France be agreed to all their victims causeto liberate Serbia, Czech,
Slovakia and Arab from the hand of Ottoman sultans and "The House of Habsburg"
from Austrian empire? France and Britain aimed to defeat Germany, in this way
Austria and Ottoman power will be isolated from war.Lloyd George involved
himself and obstinate to get the victory "Bryan" They couldn't talk about the
agreement towards France, because Alsace, Lorraine and North-east of France are
still under control of Germany. "Wilson" suggests self-determination and requests to
be implemented in America .Both sides Britain and France from this side and
Germany from the other side have their certain conditions and none of them is ready
to accept the other. Thinking of an agreement made the situation more unstablethat’s
why the historian named this period as trouble in 1917.The politicians thought like
that being in war continuously would lessen the instability from thatchaos made from
an agreement saying(Abdulwahab,2010,83).
Germany thought like that Wilson came forward as a good judge from the beginning
of war and he was. Wilson thought about the judgment for this reason on January,
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1915. He sent "Colonel Hoss" as a representative for him to cease fire."Hoss"
noticedthat all sides want peace, but no one is ready to quit their concernments
specially France and Britain, because they predicted in this war to get victory and
impose their conditions upon the failure countries, after the year of Berlin, London
and Paris experiment, Wilson's representative saw that no leader is agree to peace
properly on Feb, 1916 "Hoss" informed Britain and France if both prefer Wilson to
be the judge then he is ready for the judgment and the so called said the united states
have suggestions to cease fire if the Allies agree and Germany disagree then the USA
will be participate in war. "Colonel Hoss" shown peaceful conditions in certain
points, as to get back Serbia, Belgium to the previous form, returning "Alsace and
Lorrain" for France "Constantinople" for Russia, returning the lost Italian farmlands,
establishing Poland Country, to eradicate reform racing and military animosity, but
the allies were obstinate to get victory that's why they said the judgment time hasn't
come yet(Husen,2010,,p180).Germany gave a memorandum on December 12th, 1916
to each Britain, France, Russia, Japan, Serbia and Roman that requested them to
negotiate and to cease fire, as a principle to returna permanent peace, it has been
mentioned in that memorandum if the Allies rejects this suggestion, Germany
towards it's people and history will not be responsible to ignite war, the German
memorandum has not got the conditions to cease fire on the 30th of Dec from the
Alliance "Russia, Britain, France, Japan, Serbia, Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Romania"
they answered Germany in this way this memorandum just suggests Peace and
without mentioning conditions to cease fire. That's why as a play to war would be
applied(Abdulwahab,2010,97). Throughthe memorandumGermany wanted to put
competition among the Allies, May be Germany thought that the Allies will be
separated into two parts one, one part as a savior and the other as an invader and in
this way their armed forces will be half and weak, but the Allies with unanimous
vote disapproved this suggestion.
After this event, the Germany made a decision and decided to go back forusing
"submarines" because they supposed that this is the only way for the Allies to accept
peace, in late of Jan 1916 "Hattiesburg" said that German economic status needs to
have submarines and Bitman the advisorexpressed his agreement upon it, and on the
9th of Jan, 1917 decided that Germany on 1st of Feb has to returning to war and to
have submarines and decided that every seafaring and neutral will be drowning and
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the Allies tried their best to influence the general opinion of America so as to help
them and be part of the war. On 3rd of Feb, the United States cut their diplomatic
relations with Germany, and the week after no seafaring America "New York" left,
and didn't go forward to the fighting areas. On 26th of Feb, a British ship drowned
and eight of the suffocated men were the Americans, On 12th of Mar, the American
decided to give more weapon to mercantile marine and on 1st of April, The America
got a loss of 35 ships while drowning and this would lead America to have more
hatred towards Germany(Nuray,2013,219).
Actually, Germany predicts if the neutral ships will be drowned. The America will
support the Allies and participate in war, above all of that, He said that force has not
prepared for war and till the America get the destination in order to cease fire.
Basically, because of racial discrimination in Germany and huge opposing spirit
could not cede for the Allies, for this reason the America reached to a level to be part
of war… Here some questions come to our mind: To what extent America takes part
in the war continuously?Will America support the Allies deeply or seriously? Did
America go to war as an invader or savior? What will happen to the balance of war?
What will happen to the destiny of the Allies and German?.
It's important to mention the U.S.A. relations in years of world war one especially in
a neutral period in 1914-1917, What was the American ties with the middle east
nations especially Kurd, The United States pre-world war one didn't have a clear
influence on middle east, but after world war one and middle east map has been
changed then American faced political problems of middle east and that was the first
time for America to be familiarized with Kurdish problem. Wilson was the 28 th
president of the United States on Jan, 1918 in a declaration of his famous fourteen
points about "self-determination" of oppressed nations and in number twelve
mentioned "They must give self-determination to the nations under Ottoman
empire".
Woodrow Wilson alsoin a statement at theHouse of Senate in America on Dec 1917
showed his support for self-determination and said "no nation has the right to impose
its power upon the other nations or people" But all nations must be the same in
freedom whether big or small, policy must have the way of progressing without
identifying any barrier, threat and fear(Rahmani,2012,p:19).Three months later in
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world war one, America didn't support Wilson's declaration privately the point that's
related to the nations under Ottoman power and above all, Kurdish people as well
"Kurdish Anfal 1988"Kurdish people got benefit from Wilson's statement and the
relations of both countries got progress so far. America was neutral in 1914-1917 and
in that period of time, America could establish a strategic plan so as to get benefit
from the past of American people and made strong status for itself by that way could
affect the whole world.
America has also attacked on Mexico in 1914, After Wilson got the American
presidential in 1912 as a representative of American engagement and interest went to
Mexico that was an arena of conflicts between Britain and America, in a way that the
American production in Mexico earned from rails, using oil and trade companies
reached to 1500 million dollars, in a time that British production didn't pass 800
million dollars, It seemed that very soon Mexico will become a colony of the United
States from the conflict consequence of huge companies of oil in America and
Britain.Mexican president was not subjugated to the American threats, then
American forces went the areas of Mexican power and invaded Veracruz city with its
bay in 1914, then America once again interfered Mexican affairs, The United States
Of America stated in some occasions to set Mexico to its border, but the defending of
Mexican people became a barrier towards the implementing this policy, they put an
end to the of American military intervention in internal affairs of Mexico, then
America could oblige the Mexican president to resign.
The United States also knew the circumstances of world war one as an opportunity in
a time that European countries were busy in war in order to enlargethe region, via
setting the adjacent bays by using military forces, The American forces in summer
1915, attacked over the "Haiti" bay and could invade it and in 1916 took over The
Dominican Republic as well as America could in 1916 oblige Denmark to
compromise in Indian west of Denmark.The broaden policy got mass production in
Wilson's presidency and this would lead the president assistant to believe in those
views entirely that "The world destiny will be under American control" this invasion
policy made European countries angry especially Britain. Above all this, American
neutrality in Europe conflicts guarantees the isolation policy. Actually, regarding the
world destiny, Wilson was a direct factor to impose the whole world destiny to
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America. Now it affectsculturally, militarily and economically the whole
world(Alsabhawi,2013,110).
3.1. The Reason for Holding the United States in Isolation
There were so many reasons for America to be isolated in the war as:
1-The Nature of American people: The United States of America was made up of
various nations especially European people like: German, British, French, Spanish,
Portuguese and other nations, After the discovery of American continent by
"Christopher Columbus-1492", and "Magellan-1519" emigrated to America as a new
world, because of these various nationality in America.
Migration to America as a new world, Because of these racial discrimination in
America that made some people to believe that America must have an isolated or
neutral attitude towards Europe war, If America participated every party and nation
will support their nation, because their victory belongs to their nation as well, and
this made a fear towards American people especially senator and intellectuals so as
not to be the reason of internal war in America as a result, because of that the nature
of American people didn't become a motive for war, but on the contrary became a
barrier towards American association in war, this is from one hand, on the other hand
high class and business men were grieved in order to be able to sell weapons to the
fighters for getting profits, without thinking of what they have done was guilt,
because huge crimes would be done in that war. The war was not in favor of workers
and labors even a day, because the fuel of a gunner and the machine was a duty on
their shoulder and eventually, they will be the food for fish and whales after their
drowning.
2-The Nature of Wilson's personality: Wilson by his nature disliked war, He had
moral values, principled and model, the so called was an example of the same mind
of America. When Wilson heard the war ignition news in Europe, He presented a
statement and said "America must stay neutral concerning that war from theoretical
and practical sides, as they are neutral in action, they must be neutral in their beliefs
as well". Wilson also supposed himself as a person to propagandize the world peace,
and he said in a
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Statement ((I know you want me to save this nation from war, the time came, and I

promise to do my best with God's help to make America be away from war, they put
another duty on my shoulder which is defending America sovereignty, and this job is
not under my power "This depends on others actions" As for American attitudes
sometimes neutral and sometimes isolated, all has got to do with Wilson's personality
and maybe he got this characteristic from his long study in a famous university
"Brinston"(Zaynal,2010,269).
3- Military factors: America did not prepare well from the military side for the huge
war out of American continents, this is from one hand, and on the other hand
America wanted the fighting countries to be weak from military side then participate
in war.
4- Economical factors: The economist thought that in the circumstances of
European countries can get progress in industry and commercial at the expense of
other European fighting countries.
5- America also wanted European countries to be weak and tired from military and
economical side so as not to be the barrier towards economic policy and the main
cause of America in the world.
6- Anyhow, at the beginning of the war due to implementing"Monroe's principle"
America has not participated in war.
7- The Democratic Party got power and the republican split and that was the reason
for America to be neutral in war.
8-America as a spectator in war: due to the tough fighting between both strong
powers in Europe, they did not need judgment, they became two powerful factors
that America as a spectator waiting for war consequences, up to that time till one
party defeat over the other. By depending on American interests will show their
attitudes and support the strong party(Nawwar and Nahnahi,2009,462).
9- The broaden policy: The United States of America saw as an opportunity the
circumstances of world war one and the busyness of European countries in that war
so as to enlarge regions in those bays and regions close to America via using military
forces as: In summer 1915, American forces attacked and took over on "Haiti" bay,
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After that in 1916-1924, with the excuse of uprising people against America and took
over (Dominican Republic). America also in 1916, could oblige Denmark to leave
"West Indian" that belongs to Denmark(Alsabhawi,2013,195).
3.2.The Advantages of Neutrality in the War
The United States Of America via the neutral attitude could obtain great achievement
in the year 1914-1917 and there were so many strong points in these four years like
progressing America economy "Commercial, industry and agriculture" and also from
the military side got progress, they were very busy with their internal affairs and took
war changes for granted, this would lead American economy getting more progress,
this would be a positive point that belongs to American in a period of neutrality and
introversion, America in world war one in a time that the casualties reached 338
billion dollars, at the same time America profits reached 26 billion dollars, apart
from that America lent 14 billion dollars to Europe and the profit of that loan reached
500 million dollars, this is in a time that if America had not used this neutrality
policy, it could not have got this huge profit.The casualties were also decreased from
the cause of neutrality, no doubt if America from the beginning participated in war,
they would have faced more sacrifice. For instance, the number of France casualties
reached 1300 killed and nearly 3700 injuries, this is at a time that a bullet has not
reached an America country coastline village, no doubt if America didn't take the
isolated policy into under consideration at the beginning of war, the number of
casualties would be different. However America was known as a great power, as we
see, nearly 4000 French villages were leveled to the ground and at the same time
America was busy to boost the country industry and increased the production
department and at the same time 20000 French factories were destroyed(Nawwar and
Nahnahi,2009,142).
However, the number of Britishkilled soldiers reached one million soldiers and
nearly two million injuries. This neutrality was the cause to strengthen America and
weaken Europe. The number of Automobile production was 15% in total world
production,Oil was 66% in total production worldly, and the chopper was 60% in
total production worldly and Coal 52%, Iron and quenched steel 40%, the American
production strength increased 20% in some years and on the other side, Britain
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production decreased 1% , The neutrality was essential historically for the American
people at that time and for the future as well(Abdulwahab,2010,107-108).
Also the foreign trade of America with the Allies (Britain, France, Italy and Russia)
still increased and this was on the contrary in a time towards America trade with
Germany and Its Allies, the following chart will make it more obvious the way of
American foreign trade(Nawwar and Nahnahi,156).

Year

Number in Dollar

1914

824860237

1915

1991747493

1916

3214480547

TABLE1Foreign trade, The United States of America with the Allies countries
"Britain, France, Italy and Russia" between the years 1914-1916.

Year

Number in Dollar

1914

169289775

1915

11878153

1916

1159653

TABLE2Foreign trade ,The United States of America with Germany and its
Allies Austria and Hungary between years 1914-1916.
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3.3. The Disadvantages of Neutrality in the war
Actually, If we research the war events through a political idea, we cannot point the
finger at negative actions, If whoever was familiar in politics at that time would
choose neutrality, but If we do research in a spiritual idea over the happenings, then
neutrality would be back to America as a negative action, Because If America had
taken the attitude in 1917 into under consideration at the beginning of war and in
1914 would use as a savior gone to war not as an invader or If America used that
attitude in 1915, the tragedies and calamities would have made from war
consequences may not be in a way as the destruction happened to France privately
and Europe in general. The France calamities reached to a level till a historian wrote
a story by the name of
"If Napoleon came back" If Napoleon came back to France arena in
world war one, would Napoleon see formulating his plans as these
plans of leaders and general of France implemented in world war one.
If he looked at the Europe map and ruling system carefully then he
would see a Kaiser in Russia and an emperor in Austria and a king in
Britain and a king in Belgium and a king in Italy. No doubt he looked
at his guards laughing and said "We came to another world and may
be the world would have been changed while I was not there", but
look at this He interfered European population they are still in their
areas, after that they requested the guards to return their coach to their
world as a mock to Napoleon leaders mentality that had seen in war
battle, Napoleon would see the Bolsheviks government in Russia that
will never understand its principles. He will also see that America
with its hugeness point the finger to Europe policy, and he would see
a new war in Germany which is "submarines", If Napoleon looked at
his country that a voluntarily spirit of youth decreased compare to his
time.Anyhow Napoleon was died in 1920; at this point the story "If
Napoleon came back"will be finished,"
It is important to say that this real picture has shown French calamities "hard times",
If America was the alliance with France and Britain and their Allies, America as all
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Allied countries at the beginning will move to war, But American didn't pay attention
to those huge numbers of casualties and when American interest was not in danger,
they were neutral, but America immediately got out from neutrality while it's interest
and economy was in danger via German undersea. Here we can say the weak point of
America neutrality is that they saw trade as a good point from the casualties of the
fighting countries that millions were killed(Aldirawi,2015,264).The president of
America Woodrow Wilson referred a lot to the world peace, but why in years 19141915-1916 didn't indicate the world peace as he was the leader and president of
Democratic Party. Was Wilson unaware of the special world war brutality in Europe,
America must participate in 1914 with the same attitude in 1917 then the war was not
counted as the world war and the economy and casualty of each country would
decrease, generally these are the weak points of American neutrality in 1914-1917.
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CHAPTER 4. BREAKING ISOLATION AND ENTERIN INTO WORLD
WAR 1917-1918
The year 1917 has been recognized that has two happening and the destiny of each
has a long-term effect in world history which is: America entered into war , and was
Russia revolution that they had no way to escape towards German marine corps
leaders so as to be able to control towards bad consequences stimulus hostility united
states of America, a German emperor William and his counselor Bit man in February
1st, 1917 announced undersea war, the decision was clear that submarine sea has the
right to sink away any merchant ship without any warning. Military leaders
addressed that the decision would lead America to have an act of war towards
Germany, however a submarine under sea ship sank a cargo ship "Lusitania" near to
Ireland harbors two years ago, he displeased Washington Government affairs, and
that was about to be the reason for America to take part in war. it seems that German
combat men supposed that America could take part in effective war in battle combat,
German submarine made England hungry, they were about to surrender as some
historian described and said , Britain was about to bow, it seems that is a risky
gambling, Germany was about to get its purpose, But it ended up as a failure from
the aftermath of British Admiral great ideashave done so as to nip in the bud those
submarines, and all German hopes came to an end so as to get victory, for that reason
the German confusion reached to a point that in 1917, Germany tried to mislead
Mexico in order to attack their big neighbor America, they promised that "Texas"
and "new Mexico" and "Arizona", to put over Mexico border , and there are three
states of America Republication states , but when the pen of British admiral detective
got the news and he let Washington Kew at once(Fishar,2015,304).at the end of the
process. "in May 2nd , 1917" president Wilson went to congress , he had a speech in
this way:
"Gentlemen of the congress, I demand you to have informal
conference, because there are some serious and most frightening
things , and that point would be incorrect and no constitution on , but I
will take the responsibility on 3rd February agoFrom now on I would
announce formally before German government media, after the first
day of February that their notification and anger was to set aside those
a lawful and in humanitarian obstacles. Instead they used submarines
to sink boats grate Britain harbors or Ireland and west coastal of
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Europe or any sea port that Germany enemies control upon it on
Mediterranean Sea.The purpose of German submarine combat was
using submarine for fighting , but in April last year the
Admiralgovernment obliged some "Leaders so as to follow their
decision in the sea , Germany decided that the liners should not be
sunk and the rest of liners should be informed from submarine
side.Those who have not fought and also let those people inside the
liners live, an old the time that they gave them was very little to live
and it was random ,as its been stated that their policy set a side
everything ,because each ship with ant type ,work would be drown
without any far warning and they neither thought of helping nor be
merciful towards those who are in ships ,even those which are neutral
would be sunk and until a ship for helping poor people and suffered a
lot like Belgium and even that ship sank couldn’t understand a
government performed such a job in a time that a country is a part of
humanitarian aids of big countries , all trade routes were not under
control of any countries, peace treaty must be done so as to save and
protect the life of children, women and men, the fight of submarines
against trade was a war against humanity. When I presented a speech
in congress in last February 26th, it was my right to utilize the sea
against that unlawful action against me, it was our right to protect our
nation's security from those actions that should not have happened, so
neutrality with having weapon it is not something practical. Germany
used those submarines that are out of law against cargo, it's not lawful
to defend those cargos against those submarines, but the government
law defends such a cargo against those pirates and it's clear that we
have to chase them in an open sea and the government perspective is
so important at this time that we have to go and defeat them before we
know their special intention, we should treat them nicely, German
government would not allow those who are isolated themselves to use
weapon in sea areas, it might be prohibited and they didn't let them
even protect themselves whether it's their right or not, andguardson
our liners, the law would treat them as pirates, an armed man
neutrality is not an active action in a best time, justification is worse
than a thing which is not applicable : they would barricade us that we
supposed it was not allowed , we are sure that they will be involved
into war, they are belligerents "unfriendly and aggressive " we can't
use such a choice, it's out of our control to do it, we can't even choose
away that's our lawful duty and right , but they neglected and ignored
themselves. And the mistakes we already have against ourselves and
we all are involved to that mistake. And this would uproot "eradicate"
the humanity. We felt deeply and formally and even tragedy was the
first and includes those big responsibilities. I give advice so as to
accept my proposal, obey my rules and regulations without
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disobedience that my constitutional duty as far as I'm concerned, and
the German government affairs should be consider as thing and less
than a war,they should accept war states and inter into it. Some direct
steps should be taken forward, and not just any give a great role to
defending, but we must use all our power and force needs so as to do
as German emperor to demarcate the frontier, when we perform such
a job, we have to be very transport and these actions that we do,
should be very clear to the whole world. Why my imagination pushes
forward for unpleasant happenings two months ago.I don’t believe
that people imagination would be changed, nor to control over it, I
made such an imagination my little in senate last in 22 nd January, our
goal now and in the future is defending peace principle and equality
of world life, against autocracy and persecution and maintain free
nation rights in this world and guaranteetheir own power. It's
impossible to keep peace and it should be through democratic country
union, we should have a united and honor opinion so as not let
internal plans be food for our enemy, a free nation "people" their
dignity and honor are tied to a united goal , he puts commonweal a
head of "prior to " his private interest. We are very happy that to know
everything clearly against peace at the end of this way to set free their
nation with German people: to maintain big and small countries right
and the dignity of men everywhere, to find a correct path for them and
their obedience, we should quite them for the sake of democracy, we
should seed or plant peace and send abroad "outside" on the
fundamental of political peace experiment. We don't need selfishness
only as for this this matter and we don't want a conquer any areas; we
just want to compensate ourselves, compensations of material and
victimization we should be the role model of humanity. So we would
be agreeing over those peace and rights for nations. We must fight
like fighters with no sympathy, we would fight by having a big soul as
fighters as pure soul with no animosity and in an easiest and we don't
have any harmony nation, but an armed opposition for irresponsible
government that set aside all human affair and rights so only they are
in our thinking, sorry that I want to repeat they follow and do such
and such because we are good friends to German people nation, so we
must have wishes so as to warm and make fruitful relations. Maybe
it's hard for them now, I believe that this would process in our hearts;
we with their recent government were very patient, because of
friendship these months ago on friendship. It's a must from our good
love, and we still have good opportunity to show off our friendship, to
fill their shoes, for men, for original people and exchange our lives
with them, we must be prestigious so as to ratify it for those who are
with the government in war time. We all American must be faithful
and their allegiance to whom would be given. We would stand
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immediately to turn down them that their thinking and anger isn't
about us and they are very little ratio.If there is betrayal, we must treat
them with a strong force and in a very strict accent "speech", if those
who are bad and not lawful show off themselves, we will be head
them. Oh, who are clever fighters? There firing courts would happen
and victimization is waiting for us. This is a horrible thing for this
peaceful and big nation in war, the worst thing and disaster in
civilization, and all wars should have a limit in balance, so right is
more valuable than peace, We must be continues in our strife so as to
get those things that are close to our heart and democracy, in order to
get that rights and peace of small nations, for the rights of free
nations, we have to secure peace in all countries and all over the
world for fee. For such a duty we have to devote all our life and
property income , we and all our income and with the pride of those
who are known as American , it's time to stop their bloodshed for
peace principle and world joy and we pride those we said previously ,
and God helps".
Two days after this speech in May 4th, the congress agreed upon war in this
way , 383 member of parliament were agreed and 50votes were disagree , and 82
members of senate against 6 votes were disagree with. In April 6th 1917 Wilson
announce the ignition of war between the united states and Germany and prepared
themselves to get the Alliance solidarity so as to destroy Germany , and the
representatives of Britain and France announced that united states best help to be
presented as the following :
1. Money.
2. Food and ship.
3. Helping against submarines.
4. Troops.
American took over the enemies’ commercial ship in a short time and sent a huge
number of troops to its alliance as a help. No doubt that "Wilson's" speech was in a
way that blocked all the way of congress members so as not be disagree in a nice
way of expressing and thinking of past, now and future and he put into words in
these three times, he addressed American honor and reminded the Lusitania sinking
drown and provide nations right was a topic of Wilson’s speech. Tried to upgrade the
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soul of American people like "gentlemen of congress", and also "Oh, who are
knights", "to fill their shoes" and "we would protect America nation honor" and "they
would not let us protect ourselves" and these are some speeches by "Wilson" so as to
be crucial points for member of congress to agree upon it by having a high spirit. He
used some philosophical sentences in this speech so as to make the member of
congress to listen attentively like "right is more valuable than peace" and"we must
plant peace and send it outside on fundamental political peace experiment" and "this
would uproot humanity lives",(Heffner and Arthur ,1982,230-234).
In any way his speech had a direct effect on members of congress so as to get their
agreement to take part America to war. Wilson declared to take in war and attributed
to the Alliance for these reasons:
1. America's feelings were towards British as a result of bad policy of Germany
against America in a Pacific Ocean and china especially after undersea war against
America.
2. At that time the economical side strengthen political and feeling presupposition,
and American gave agree debt to Britain and France and American revolution filled
up French and British demands and helped both countries by weapons and other
military armors, in this way American banks as an agent from the Alliance side try
to buy those things that alliance in need of, they gave them in debt and arrange their
trust, before the war the American economy has been decreased greatly , but in a war
time the agriculture of cotton and wheat and selling pig flesh in French and Britain
have been increased(Madwin,1983,p:419).
3. Some historian said: America Jewish had an agree impact on government and
congress, and it was Jewish who encouraged America to take part in war competing
British people and that was towards declaring treaty of "Bal four" from the English
side towards Jewish.
4. Among America population the supporters of Britain became stronger, because if
we look at Irish and German were very poor in western states, on the contrary of
eastern states that they were commercial and industrial.
All of them were English, eastern states were able describean opinion in a way to
boost the western states abilities, the English states were able to convince American
nation by their view points, but as for people who are originally German their view
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points were not spread among people, except official areas and offices, by such a
step English people were able to get America support.
5. From the beginning of war, America aspired for Britain, France and Belgium, to
get victory, because their cultural and custom relations and as equal system and equal
thought the American and English and this relation was not less than those that
France offered to America in revolution time.

6. So many voices were raised in America so as to be on democratic force side "
British and France " upon the principle that Austria and Germany were supposed as
dictator countries, their system was not match with contemporary age, it's a must for
America people as a duty taste free German and Austrian people from that power and
by giving them chance to rule themselves democratically(Zaynal,2010,270-272).
After America declared war against Germany in May 6th 1917, but it didn't declare
war against Austria till December 7th 1917, a part from that America never declared
war against autumns officially.Congress after declaring war started necessary affairs,
so as to get victory, and that was the reason for changing life waysin country, put
new tax for journalists and congress was insisted on keeping the secrets of country
and the potential of people. After America saw that the number of volunteers were
not enough, they passed a law so as to increase their number of volunteers reached
the millions. “As for systematization or adjusting" Newton Décor.
When he was the minister of defense and helped Wilson faithfully as well as
“Mac Edo” was the minister of stores and "Bernard Mannes Baruch” was the head of
industrial council, but in cooperating side, were as the minister of defense. It was a
must for the government to be ready concerning war strictly and that point lead the
activity be increased, and they imposed their dictatorship upon agricultureEntering
the united states to war against Germany and its Allies it didn't mean that supporting
the other side and became their Ally, the united states declared war on its private
expense so as to protect some principles that America respect it a lot , tried to
preserve it, however America tried to keep its material interests indirectly and it's
believe was that as long as Germany becomes powerful, it will be risk for
America(Arthur,1984,359-360).
Some historian identified that America entered into war as a supporter to
Britain and France that their enemy made them to be together, and “Wilson” said that
“I fought for the sake of peace “As we can see that Germany deprived them from sea
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freedom, and destroyed the freedom of sea ship especially America, and on the
contrary of international laws jeopardized lifelong friendship.
Germany practiced a dictatorship rule on its land, far from democracy and
institutional system that United States and especially the American president Wilson
believed and wanted that to talk about and campaigned for it. Germany victory and
its potential over Europe mean minimizing democracy scope and spreading
autocracy and totalitarianism and coming the ostentatious threats.
We should keep in mind that America has crucial interest in Europe and lots of
European people were in debt of America. No doubt that if Germany gets victory, all
that income will be in danger and there was more conflict between France and
Britain on one hand, on the other between Germany and Austria concerning those
areas, Cantons and the countries over the other side of sea(Maldwayn,1984,215-416).
A wide trade of America for three years in neutrality and with a great loan of
America so America interest has been combined to Allies to a point that it seems
America economy will be destroyed that’s why it was a must for America to stop
Germany victory especially after Russia pulled out from France and Britain Ally, If
the revolution of Bolshevik spread in Russia 1917, by Vladimir Lenin, they supposed
that Germany would get victory over the Allies, because of Germanys victory to an
extent that Britain was thinking of withdrawal, France tried somehow to convey its
province in Paris to another city, and these great victories of Germany was the cause
to German military leaders to be proud of themselves and at the end some huge
political mistakes towards America.
The Chancellor of America president colonial “House” the effect of changes
that happened to war expressed in this way “The United States of America would not
be able to take an action in order not to be the cause of the Allies failure and
Germany would impose military power all over the world, so in that case, we would
be the target then they trench upon us, and Monroe principle at that time would be a
piece of paper and nothing else”.
Germany didn’t pay more attention to America decision from the beginning
concerning war, because they knew that the relation with Europe and transportation
between Europe and America was not an easy matter, And America was not an
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aggressive country once upon a time, and at that time American force consisted of
150 thousands legal troops, and Germany was strong by its submarines and thought
that the war decision from America side would not have an enormous effect, But
German politicos were not quite familiar as for America potential and capabilities,
they didn’t know the American force and it can be changed into a very influential
force in a short time.Wilson had an abroad power, to prepare from every single side,
they helped those who had factories, and trades union remised from their rights so as
not to have a boycotted, America was able to help Europe economically and in an
easy way, but sending troops over there was a hard job, because their way was so far
away three thousand miles, the American president in May 18, 1917 passed a law in
congress, so they let and demanded American youth to take part in war. Before a new
year starts, a quarter million troops took part to an army, of them one hundred
thousands were officers, they were well prepared and the best style of training in
southern part of the state byBritish and France experts, America force has been sent
to France for a year by a brigadier general “John J. Pershing” reached 700,000
troops, it was a cause for astonishing Germany and its Allies,How in a short time
they got plenty of troops. Germany in March 1918, attacked very widely so as to put
an end to war, but the general brigadier of the Ally forces Marshal Ferdinand Foch to
put an end to that plan, that is why American forces were sent to protectorate in any
time when need it, majority of American continent states were the supporter of the
America perspectives, however they didn’t take part with their troops… ,but America
showed all its capabilities to allies countries and helped with food and industrial
productions breaking Germany submarines embargo that has been put over
transportation

of

roads

and

was

very

crucial

in

order

to

get

victory(Alsbhawi,2013,211).
For that reason American forces surrounded Germany commercial boats with armed
forces that dropped their anchor in seaports to Latin American countries, America
was able to convince the neutral countries for the purpose of using their ships as a
help for Britain and France, that is why they were able to break Germany embargo to
a point(Zaynal,2010,27).
Submarines didn’t respect any flags: in 31st of January, Germany declared that
any ship that transported by sea in Atlantic ocean would be drown without taking
into under consideration that what kind of flag do the ships have or belong to a
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neutral or the countries that are in common against Germany, that declaration was as
a telegraph over sea and governmental companies of America, because America was
a representative for those big companies in its country to protect them and provide a
good and quiet atmosphere for their owners and to work with no fear, but Germany
threatens it.What will the German destiny be after America took part in war and
showed off as a savior, so Germany got more and more enemies gradually, and that
is because of German leaders pride that didn’t take any force into under their
consideration, at the same time America was afraid of its economy, because America
gave a great loan to Europe countries. After they pressurized Wilson in order to
declare war, the American president “Wilson” had to crucial steps one of them, was
in April 6th declared war against Germany that was from one hand, on the other, they
prepared themselves to eradicate Mexican in case if Germany would get victory from
Mexican understanding and belief in returning their occupied Mexican land from the
American side, Critics saw a bad phenomenon: those Americans who would not want
to be part of such a big war, but after they entered into war they became an extremist
part in it.(Aldirawi,2015,276-281).
So as far as we can see that these two different perspectives belong to the cleverness
of American president Wilson, because he knew well how to unite their opinion for
or against war that is why he was able to take his people far away from war for three
years, but even when they took part, they became strong, and Wilson’s letter to
congress and how attractively tried to get the unanimous vote of “yes” in congress so
as to take part in war. United States were not dynamic: French and British were not
happy by their Allies relation into war, but some politicos and military ones
expressed their happiness, from the very beginning America was like a problem, it’s
true that America has huge ships, but it had not a great land army, when America
general leadership was obliged so as to make an army from American youth, they
faced problems like training and to arm them, from the start they got light weapons
like rifles, bullets from Britain and France, tanks and war jets were nor America.
Even the alliances were not being able to get loans, because even America needed a
great loan. So it can’t be measured just to have ground war, because a great war in
sea would be done! And as well as Britain and France should not forget that Russia
has withdrew from war, but if America could not able to fill force gap, Germany
would be able to get victory over them and to impose its dictatorship, because
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Germany had incredible weapon that put a great fear among Britain and France
people and even when a mum dossed their children, she told her children sleep
otherwise, I will let Germany know and come to you, because they would kill people
undersea, to what extent this sentence visualized the tragedy picture undersea to the
British mum until a point to doss her children?(Maldwayn,1983,432-434). Germany
submarines harassed Britain a lot, and Britain was about to surrender to Germany,
only in march the submarines were able to one million ton to be drown from Britain
and those who are neutral, wherever Britain leaves their seaport at once their ships
sink, American ships and the neutral one were not ready to “transport goods, and it
was crystal clear and very hard to compensate the sink ships by constructing new
ones.
So the most important support of America was the support of sea forces, more than
two million American troops were went to Europe and 35 million dollars had been
given to the Alliance country as a solidarity, in France frontthe American sea forces
caused German ship a great loss and obliged to withdraw, the summer and autumn
1917, Britain attacked over the area“Flanders” and took over some Germany
observation post, at the end of November for the first time used tanks in war, then
Germany had counter offensive almost two third of lost areas had been restored, the
battle ’Cambria’ in 1917 put an end to campaign(Nuray,2013,267).
Displeasure and tiredness from war: in April 1917, the Austria foreign minister,
informed “Emperor Sharl” the news of the bad situation of its empire, He told him
that Austria military forces were about to be destroyed so he demanded in a way to
put an end to war, before the Alliance knew their weakness, The emperor must be
ready to converse for peace, in march, April and May “ Austria emperor demanded
France secretly so as to have peace with them alone, in Germany the number of
socialists were increased against war, Bavaria prince expressed his likes for peace,
the leader of central informal publication spread and said “Kaiser” was on peace side
and Germany declared “Germany would be try so as to reach the permanent interests
of nations.In 1917,they kicked out from the Allies. And a movement has been made
and said “We can’t get peace via our victories, but it should be done through
negotiations and conversations” Those who were socialist against occupying and
business men, banker and religious men and the supporters of peace and some loaded
men came and participated in this movement, this movement got progress in Italy
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and France, because a huge number fled in France army, but “Georges
Clemenceau”said peace can be gotten via victories that is why in August 16th, 1917,
Georges Clemenceaubecame prime minister and minister of defense(Husen and
Nimat,2012,184-185).
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4.1.TheReasons that United States of America took part in War
We have to ask those strong reasons that would lead public opinion of America
government to set a side its neutral attitudes, headed to a war that has never wanted
to be part of it, and not prepared for it. Actually civilization progress in the beginning
of 20th century and also transportation reasons, all these reasons became an obstacle
for America to stay in neutrality for a long time. In a time that America had the
ability and a huge progressive business of humane, economy and industrial that led
the fighting countries to compete each other in any case in order to get benefit from
American capabilities or to lead America to be involved into war.
Eventually they led America to leave its neutrality and be part of war and to take the
most difficult part in war. No doubt that it was not just one reason so as to
bereinforced for America to be in war all of a sudden, but there were so many factors
and situations and step by step pushed America to be very close to war and till 1917
has been in war and the most important of them:
1. Economic relations: As we have mentioned previously that president Wilson has
not demanded America by an action or behavior to be neutral towards war, but it was
not easy for America to be neutral in its finance and economic relations with fighting
countries especially France and Britain, because in the past this two countries had
strong economic relations.
And this is apart from the nature of free investment system in America that gave
individuals and offices "departments" right in transaction with any country that they
want without interfering to their job from government side. From the first days of
war, France and Britain in a special way demanded upon America bazaars that have
been accustomed to it. Not just only that, but the country between "1914-1915" had
a great progress and all classes got benefit from it,The war beginning attempts the
workers and industrialists in a very short time got lots of incredible profit. In that
way the United States of America became a number one country for trade with
Britain and its allies. America trade was not just free with Britain and France,but had
a great trade with lots of Germany and Austria markets and as well as its allies and
the isolated countries in Europe, but in less ratio. From the beginning its relations
with Europe middle countries were lesser to a point(Nawar and Jamal
Aldin,2011,148).because trade relations between United States and those countries
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were very weak basically so as to compare it to America relations with France and
Britain(Hasan,1987,p:165). Those strong economic relations made a kind of relation
between America and Britain with France. From the start neutrality notion covered
all things even financial matter. That’s why America in 1914 advised all financial
organizations so as not to give loans to the fighting countries, that’s why from the
start of months of war English and France bought goods on cash in American
markets, but that point has not taken a long time because Washington government
corrected its perspective and in October 1914, let American bank make some
facilities for Britain and France to a formal point, and after that in a short time the
United States government formally let its bank to give Britain and France loan as
much as they want, and the most famous bank was "Morgan". Before 1916 the ratio
of those America facilities present reaches 1929 million dollars in a time that only 5
million dollars were for Germany, Economic relations with France and Britain
reached a point that the economic relations with France and Britain became better,
because by German victory the America economy and its bank would face big
disasters, because whatever loan has been given to France and Britain would not be
repay back, that’s why we see American bank via newspapers that has strong
relations with them and trying to direct the general opinion of America into war.
2.America public opinion: America community is a private formation, it consists of
communities that their nationality is Europe that they immigrated in different
countries in Europe continent and most of them are belong to English nationality and
among them there were so many German, Irish, Polish, Jewish and Italian.
Actually America from the start of war, declared its hatred and boredom as for the
way of European policy and America insisted on its neutrality. Was it easy for them
especially for those recent immigrants that big parts of America were born in
Europe? Those values and national slogans and racial and their history would be
passed and the interest of your original country has not been into under consideration
up to that time, their families friendship and kinship and even its economy.
As well as the immigrants from the beginning majority of them were English
and they all converged in east that it has industry, bank and seaport, above all their
hatred from London government and its policy in colonial period. But they still could
pass that relation with Britain and their language, civilization and customs and an
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equal democratic system and it would lead their parliamentary life be closer to each
other. Did the United States of America "east part" could ignore to that point for a
long period had continuous economic relation with Britain Islands and especially
west countries and Europe in general(Nawar and Jamal Aldin,2011,157-158).
America from the beginning declared neutrality, but it has a positive feedback
that neutrality. They understood neutrality that has

their right and to treat all

especially those which are fighting. And it’s their right to get benefit from peaceful
principles without listening to those loses that would be created for the other sides,
and the fighting countries each of their belief was that they want. The neutral
countries especially America was the strongest to stay in real neutrality and not make
any obstacle in practicing economic freedom and an attempt of war and victory and
superiority. Britain from the very start of war was very careful in tradeconditions
between Germany and America especially weapon trade, but trade relation between
America and Germany was weak from the beginning and with the war starting their
trade was destroyed, but goods and commercial staffs of war reached Germany via
the other neutral countries directly.
When Germany saw that America production machine were working in the
interest of their enemies, from the year 1915 by the effect of Austria ambassador in
Washington Dr. Dumbo started a ruination campaign all over the United States and
the renters of Germany and Austria has been spread all over America and they
exploded war factories and burnt it, on the other hand, they put bombs inside trade
ships and insecurity spreads among labors, what Germany has done was just to
weaken Britain, but America was responsible and ready to do in its
land(Hasan,1987,170).
When America caught some of those labors then the reality of Germany plan and the
role of Austria ambassador became clear and big waves of disagreement and hostility
against Germany has been made among the public opinion of America. Germany
ruled them by a dictatorship system to a time that was against American democratic
system as Britain and France and these mentioned points were the factors to lead
America to be involved into war in parallel with the allies.
3.Undersea war: undersea war was a rock that an ignorant put into a pond, so many
Europe historian supposed that undersea war made America to forget its cleverness
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and to take the dagger, If Germany solved the matter of transporting at sea wisely
with less craziness then America might be protected itself in order not to enter war.
From the start of war and a very big ship of Britain appeared on sea that gave a
lot of energy to English men with more freedom to transport and they got
anythingwhether weapon or food, at the same time German big ship of transportation
from international nautical lines was undercoverand Germany was deprived from the
other countries as for necessary products, such a thing made a huge problem for
Germany.
In Germany parliament, there was only one way so as to use strong submarines not
just only to destroy naval blockade, but to strike Britain transportation and the
imposition of naval blockade over Britain bays for the purpose of one thing in order
not to reach or get anything like food needs and raw materials from Cantons or
friendly country or neutral like America, that was an attempt to tire Britain so as to
push and make them be away from war at once (Steel kumajr,470). In February 4th,
1915 Germany declared the blockade over all sea regions of Britain over all ships in
addition to the severe disagreement from the America side. So Germany
implemented that blockade precisely, in May 17th, 1917 A German submarine sank
the biggest transportation ship of Britain which was Lusitania, It carried two
thousand, people and one thousand almost died that 129 were children and 128 were
American citizen.
This happening made a wave of anger towards Germany and America was
about to enter war, If America president Wilson had not solved that crisis by his
cleverness, America would have faced war. Above all secret and public disagreement
of America severely till August so America was able to get a promise from Germany
so as to sink any ships without forewarnings so the passengers and seamen should be
saved from sinking, but after what they have said, so many other ships sank by them
and many American died, and this would lead America president in April 1916 to
insult and cut diplomatic relations with Germany.
And German people believed that the United States of America would not be able to
stop and back down from their demands on sea freedom and transportation so far this
reason Germany agreed to cease fire or undersea war and that would lead a good
climate between America-Germany relations and it lasted for nine months. And
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Germany had done that just for convincing America in order not to enter to war. Not
to be supposed on neutrality believing principle and sea freedom, and in March, 1916
the general leadership of German army made a sea plan for the purpose of equalizing
war and to hasten in breaking Britain.That plan was for reinforcing undersea in a way
that any ship which would come from Britain or France or the allies without warning
should be sunk whether that ship was from North Sea or menschorIreland Sea west
Mediterranean(Steel kumajr,471).And no matter which country your identity belong
to, Germany leadership believed that such a blockade would lead Britain to fail and
this point would be the reason for raising the price of food in Britain markets, If that
happen, they will not be able to stand till 6th of month, some Germany politics were
hesitant as for that plan and so as not this plan be a reason for America to be pulled
into war, but military leaders responses was America president “Wilson” in his
slogans and election propaganda was "keep America safe from war", but it was not
what they thought eventually, because president Wilson knew how to interact and
behave with each and in every event. The German emperor "Eliom II" by his saying
ended his matter and said "If President Wilson wants war, so let him get it". In
January 30th, 1917 president “Wilson” decided officially that Germany that was from
the beginning of march and would be implemented as a reflection to German
decision only by declaring to cut diplomacy relations with Germany as a first step for
German leaders to get their mind back and aware of everything Such a
Germandeclaration made unstable and abnormal situation in America, so those who
were the owner of ships in America or any normal individual stopped their ships
from transporting goods via Atlantic ocean, this would become the reason to have
cumulating foods in America seaports were read to be sent to Britain, but all stopped
there. The American president obliged in March so as to decide that transportation
ships to be filled with weapon so as to prevent fear of transportation companies that
they were the owner of those ships, in this way America took the first step from
neutrality to armed neutrality. It’s very important to address the point that America
would not come to the battle field for the sake of Britain, but it had a great fear of
America economy to be destroyed and because of that huge loan where America
gave to Britain so if Britain fails, then that amount of money will be gone. America
has seen that Germany had not given the neutral ships their freedom(Julian,280-281).
4.Mexican matter: In 1916, Wilson has sent

military forces that have fifteen

thousand troops to Mexican republic so as to have security and tranquility of their
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people, struggle and civil war have a sunder it, the result of this intervention the
relations between America and Mexico have been remained instable for opportunity
for the purpose of making an allies for themselves so as to make America busy and
even if America is a bit busy in order not to be able to back to Europe and a portion
of America economy capabilities would be decreased. In a secret telegraph
"Zimmermann"was an assistant of state for external affairs in Germany that wrote for
his ambassador in Mexico, They demanded him so enter into war, with that hope to
be successful, then America must restore those regions that has been occupied by
America 1848 and those States where "Texas, New Mexico and Arizona" not just
only this, but they asked their ambassador to advise Mexican president so as to
communicate

with

Japan

and

make

an

agreement

as

for

war

situation(Hasan,1987,180). By such an action Germany stimulated public opinion
disagreement of America by encouraging, promising Mexico with solidarity in order
to return some U.S.A. land to Mexico and still trying to make an alliance between
Japan and Mexico the enemy of United States. Britain intelligence informed America
by that message; the Openness of this secret message had a great impact on America
people especially from the west regions, this message showed to a point Germany
fear and their daredevil over America, as well as it showed Germany affection in
interfering America internal affairs, and for a such a job America never accepted was
not tender towards it(Nahmani,2012,174-175).
With that neutrality would break down and the public opinion of America
believed the notion of having war and agreed to do it and not to help the Allies, but
to save America itself, Germany threatened in its country. Indeed we can say frankly
that this matter had a great direct impact in changing American people from
neutrality to war(Zaynal,2010,p:270).
4.Therevolution startedin October,1917 in Russia: was one of the reasons to let
America take part in world war I, in this revolution "Bolshevik"got power and
victory, at the same year they had cease fire with Germany under the name “BrestLitovsk”.
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4.2.The Role of United States of America in War and changing the Balance of
Forces
By America engagement in war the balance of forces have been changed especially
in favor of the alliance, actually America has not entered the war tactics randomly
and but it has a great economy in its four years of neutrality and because of the huge
loan that has been given to the Allies so it was America duty so as to take part in
war, because with Germany victory the economy of America would lead to be
destroyed that is why the chancellor of America president Wilson, colonel House
frankly speaking expressed the effects of Germany victories and said: "United States
of America would not take a perspective in order to be a cause for breaking the
alliance, and to create an opportunity for Germany and a military power has been
dominated over it, and in the future, we would be the violated target from the
German side, at that time the Monroe principle would be a thrown
paper",(Alsabhawi,2013,182).
In April 6th 1917, the congress approved upon Americas participation in war,
from the beginning Germany did not pay a lot of attention to the war decision of
American, because they knew the relation between America and Europe would be
hard, because of the distance and up to that time, they had not known how strong
America was from the military side, America gave a comprehensive power to
America president the owners of factories cooperated and agreed to those certain
conditions on goods price and other staffs.The labor union was contentedon strike
rights in unofficial way, above all that America was able to give millions dollars as a
loan to Alliance and to send weapon and food ships, but sending troops to Europe
was tough and hard for America, because America had a small army, sending troops
to stockade was almost 3000 miles away and very hard job, with this principle an
American president congress so as to let and call American youth for military
services and choose an appropriate number, before the end of that year
approximately one million and two hundred and fifty troops were increased for
America army, almost one hundred thousand were officers and taught them new war
technology in seventeen training centers in south under the supervision of military
experts were from Britain and France for a year. And this job was done very quickly
around a year, the number of American forces to France was under the leadership of
America general John J. Pershingreached almostto seven hundred troops and after
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almost six months the number of America troops reached almost amillion and that
was the reason to make Germany angry, because the number of America troops
increased rapidly

(1)

. And this would lead Germany to put an end to war and had an

inclusive attack.
The highest leader of alliance forces marshal fosh had overcome the Germany plan,
however even if they want to protect and utilize America resistant forces. Whenever
they used American forces against him. As a supporting for an American decision for
entrance the war against Germany and their alliance, most of the American countries
supported united States attitude, also the united states of America was able
toconvince the neutral countries to use those boats and ships along with their boats
and the boats of the neutral country should be protected by the American with the
supporting of boats.This generalship by the United States of America and French
forces lead up to broke the germen blockade. As a result this collecting upturn the
United States of America ships to more interesting by their boats and increased the
number of them from 170 boats to reach 2000 boats at the end of the war. On the
another side the United States of Americawas the most active and fastest about the
financial supporting and helper to their alliance also the United States of America
was supplied the solder by the best known fees services in which the history not see
the same instances In the middle of August, the big forces of the America with
Russia and Britain forces took part together in war against Germany forces as a result
the Germany attacks get stopped. After that the American forces had been collected,
so as to fight by themselves in the first lines of the battlefield as a result they did the
big war and they could broke the strong resistance of Germany citadel in santé
mehel, then they got the way by their force were around one million and two hundred
thousand in number towards "Mozargon"and that was a German machine
artillery.This became negative a reasonfor Germany forces along with the
battlefieldand it led Germany country faced the fear, dearth and disappointment,
after Germany destroyed their attacks in the battles of Shinto Teri, Siegfriedand etc.
This situation lead the Germany alliance as Bulgaria, Ottomans and also Austria
would demand agreement. Only Germany forces remain to fightin a stubborn way,
but they suffered with the poverty and famine.They fought against their enemies
according to their stern principles. It is important for us to knowand take United
States of America army weakness into under our consideration, especially when
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Foch wanted that the United States of America forces to assault by cannonade
towards the Arikhonregion in order to be able to break off relations among Germany
forces, at the same time United States of America troops were not familiarabout
Germany troops combat.Due to lack of United States of Americas experiment about
this battle so that they should suffer their poor experiment. The general Pershing
attacked the strongest line-defense of the Germany forces, but that point remained
continent and they showed that the United States of American armies weren’t
militants. Besides United States of Americas suffering in troops and hid themselves
during the foggy weather for seven days remained there in the enemies battlefield
and they are waiting for the bad weather to be changed into a good forecast, the
consequence of this was, 100 American troops were killed during this attack the
U.S.A. army suffering and instability happened so many times(Aldirawi,2015,400).
In the spring of 1917 when Germany attacked widely upon the France, this attack
distances between Germany and Paris was about 60 km, and this would lead to have
instable and insecure situationand didn’t let America to think about a plan against
Germany attack, however when the USA forces were arrived with the support of
France forces, they could kill 600 troops from the Germany forces.
By such a thing the role of U.S.A. forces in this battle has been increased
gradually and also increased the forces balance towards the alliance. In August 4th,
1917 the U.S.A. forces walked through the Channelize street and the U.S.A. flag was
spangled well defined on that street. “Brand Whitlock” talked about this story and
said that “I listened the music’s tune (melody) and I couldn’t stand stopping so I
walked along theRivolistreet, as a result the street filled with the people without any
regulation they ran away of the wars, their faces fully sweating and they ruminated to
meet the U.S.A. forces, the last one wore the brown dress while the France army
besides them dressed blue clothes(Zaynal,2010,274).
On one hand, those people speculated to near the soldiers, but the soldiers
saw those people as kid’s gaze (look) were their faces showed marvel signs. On the
other hand, the flowers covered the guests and the audience voices arose among them
said “long-live America”. In spring of 1918, Germany in west districts were
increased significantly and they definitely were in haste to have militant stroke
towards France and Britain were the soldiers of those two forces decreased and the
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oppression abounded themselves, in this battle the German forces captured 90,000
Britain troops from the army and seize huge types of weapon. At that time, Wilson
has been informed which there are many probabilities about preventing the battles in
the time of decreased number of militants and also he must look for an immediate
solution of the low militant number by the alliance. The solution was depended on
the U.S.A. army to be arrived there. Here the competition with time has been started
and the U.S.A. preferred to build the battleship.The battleship’s caravan got their
way from U.S.A. and they carried 80,000 homeland youths, in March and April this
number is decreased and reached to 118000 troops, also in Jun it has been increased
up to 25000 troops, eventuallyby this procedure the number of U.S.A.troop in France
was elevated and has been reached up to 750000 troops(Zaynal,2010,275).
The last one was arrived to France in a suitable time.“Validrenhart” the
Germany forces commander-in-chief in the first counteract against the U.S.A. forces
said that “we were about to gain the victory and our targets from this battle, but all of
a sudden, our troops "military unit" was exposed into a thunder and that the U.S.A.
forces where they defeated us”. In fact the U.S.A. forces entered the battle in suitable
or sensitive time by carrying the greatest heaviness on their shoulders which made
them to be the active and strong in the battlefield. Thereby the Germany military
ultimately reduced their morale.Also the Germany commander called "Ludendorff"
says that "In Germany the bloodshed during the four years arrived to the level of
death, and this couldn’t reach to the fifth year. On one hand, it is about to reach of
our famous men to be over, Austria and Hungary clearly decants to be broken-down
as well; the campaign of our marine undersea forces was destroyed too. The United
States of America militants covered their land, on another hand, our undersea forces
didn’t have the abilities to show their faces or head because of Americans, but the
door of victory toward us is still open. Russia forces is about to be gone out of the
battle, so we will able to move our forces toward the France, also we could gain the
victory of the hook up between Germany and Britain forces by separating both of
them from each other, if we succeed in this plan, we will not the assist the United
States of America".
But unfortunately all options now are lost and it is too late; No force could
stop the United States of America progress and their quick, As for Germany only has
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one way which is requesting the agreement, It was achieved by Germany when they
demanded the cease-firein October 6, 1918(Nawar and Nahnahi,2009,483).
4.3.Wilson’s Role and Efforts in War Ending, and had a Reconciliation
Contract,Peace Conference 1919- Paris:
The war has been continuous and no one is ready to bend in front of their enemy,
also each party of the battle was exhausted and tired,and it was clear on their faces
which attitudes Wilson should follow it? Would Wilson allow his homeland to
remain and be continuous in war for long time until it exhaustsand even if he opposes
himself upon American people or try to have a global peace, or if America has forces
and morals and let the war be continuous, As I can see, Wilson didn’t let his country
to take part in war so as to win because neutrality was the victory for America,but
America didn’t like Germany to be defeated,because of those debts that they gave to
the alliance so as not to be wasted.
Let’s see, which type of prey Wilson will hunt in the density crowded jungle?
Or he wants to be a captain of the jungle as a lion? .No doubt that Wilson with his 14
points, in January 18th, 1918 presented a speech in front of the congress which
involved 14 points; he showed the goals of the war were sounded in the world as the
followings:
1- The signature of agreements should be overtly and excluding the
special and secret agreements between states.
2- Providing the freedom of navigation through the seas and this
should be respectable during both of the battle and peace.
3- Raising the economics barrier among the nations according to the
abilities.
4- Decreasing the weapons in demanded manner for internal security.
5- Curing the cantons issues by the pattern spill to homebred interests.
6- Exiting from land of Russia, allowing their people to determine
their destiny by themselves.
7- Exiting from Belgium land and getting back to previous situation.
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8- Leaving from France and ret rivaling both of the regions (AlsaceLorraine) back to the France.
9- Determining the borders of the Italy according to national
principals.
10- Providing the independence for the nations under Austria
authority.
11- Exiting from Romania, Serbia and Montenegro, then opening the
way to the sea for Serbia.
12- Destiny rights for nations under Osmania authority, and the Nile
sea should be open permanently for trades.
13- The statehood of Poland should be established and opening a way
toward the sea.
14- An establishing the assembly for nations to provide the freedom
and security for big and small states.
During these 14 points Wilson tried to speak instead of the whole world, but
till now some disagreement could happen to some points as well as the American
senators ignored them, because of some interests for their nation which includes the
destiny determination by themselves as the biggest nation’s minority.
In the Middle East the “Kurdish people” strived for the years in order to gain
their destiny or their rights, but the United States of America didn’t support them so
far. Any how these points needed more and more researches to be done upon it and
the United States of America will expose to have harsh criticism by the
minoritynation’for getting its rights, but at the same time it left in its special
importance in the history(Husen and Nimat,2012,189).
In the time of about Wilson’s14 points the Clemenceau has been awaked and he said
that in a funny way “God has 10 tips only too” it seems that the Clemenceau was
very exhausted and his believe about the world peace is much decreased, therefore;
he is not an optimistic towards the world peace(Aldirawi,2015,p:335). At that time,
the military of the United States of America had arrived to seaboards of the Sera
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citadel, and then the Germany envoy exceeded the borders to meet with Marshall
Fosh about the ceasefire, in November 11th, 1918 the ceasefire had started. And
Germany focused on Wilson’s 14 points and demanded peace from them according
to the 14 points; thereby the Germany’s Caesar had left the authority arbor then
escaped. After the war was finished each one of the United States of America and
Alliance’s nations sent their representatives to Paris as for establishing the peace
conference, Wilson candidate himself as the first representative for the United States
of

America

and

also

he

was

the

leader

of

the

American

delegation(Aldirawi,2015,335).
Paris Peace Conference in 1919:
So after the five years ago of the war let’s tend ourselves toward “Paris” to try to see
their global peace, those counties were victimized millions people, so lets’ hear the
voice of peace from Paris musicologists, and let’s see the dancer from the Paris night
club, let’s hear of the old men, children, men and women in Paris when they said
Long-live peace, let’s know whether the beauties of the Paris ladies are still as before
the year of 1914 when it compared to the year 1919, let’s tend to that capital city
which could be transferred in the fear of the Germany militants.
Let’s hinge in the capital of full tragic stories. During six months in 1919
Paris city was the world capital, the pacifists were the strongest persons in this
meeting, firstly, they discussed then they started newly. In 1919 when the pacifists
want to meet in Paris, and Paris was a gloomy city, also their people were in a bad
situation. But their women were able to wear gold and nice clothes, and the twice
dancers are performed their dance in the night clubs, the atmosphere was very
peaceful and tender. British and American wouldn’t hope the peace conference be
processed in Paris, and Wilson preferred to be performed in Geneva, Lewd gorge
said that “I never wanted to perform the meeting in bloody capital of the oldest men,
me and "House" want to perform it in neutral country, but the oldest man cried very a
lotand fisted himself until forced us to perform the conference in Paris”.
In December 4th, 1918 the American delegation were leading by Wilson and
they warmly welcomed while they were arriving, and in January 11 th, Britain
delegation leading by lewd gorge headed to Paris. The first attitude of the Lewd
gorge toward the Clemenceau was in these words “The oldest mulish, unstable,
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pooch and ruffian. And with the big head instead of interest, respect and love had any
bad things in him”(Makmilan,2012,61).
The conference of Paris started in 1919 and the duration of it divided into two points:
First trail: From January 12th, until March 2ndwas extended, the tasks of this trail
was specialized about the researches of the peace treaty; also all of the 10 council
members included the prime minister and foreign ministers of every four giant
countries "America- Britain- France- Italy" and two representatives of Japan at the
level of ambassador brought with themselves and exhausted or being with them.
Second trail: was continuous from March 24th until June 28th, the tasks of this trial is
specialized for collecting the conference works and study about that issues were
resulted from the war, and put suitable solutions for those problems or issues,
through the first trial they could perform many good tasks.but the circumstances
weren’t the best to perform the peace conference, which involve the socialism
revolution in Hungary and Bavaria and also the revolution felt against Bolsheviks,
and an instability status in Britain and Ireland, finally each of great alliance’s
presidents obliged to sign for the peace conference. Actually the peace treaty was
hard on loser countries in World War I "1914-1918", one of the common agreement
was the Versaillesagreement in June 28th, 1919 by the prevailing country which
wasimposed

on

Germany.

The

most

important

conditions

from

the

Versaillesagreement were obliged upon the Germany included redistricting the
Germany depending on deputation system, also recuperation of the two peninsula of
"Alsace and Lorraine" back to France, and leaving of the two districts “Yupn and Al
mere” to Belgium, unhand the east of Prussia and Silesia for Poland, leaving the
Danzig to be occupied by the nations assembly for alliances until 25 years. As a
reimbursement the Germany should pay much more money as well, and the
limitation of Germany military didn’t reach the 100,000 militants without staff and
tanks, on one hand, the ships couldn’t carry more than 10,000 tons, should not have
the air and naval forces(Makmilan,2012,61). In fact the imposition these
regulationswould show us that had a great power and encouragement in
war(Zaynal,2010,277-278).And their Alliance were weak in war and they became the
victim of their Alliance weakness, because Germany forces especially the undersea
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once were defy both Britain and France forces to a point that a German force was as
considered as a savage force for Britain and France(Aldirawi,2015,161).
According to this agreement Germany is responsible the outbreak and the
former Caesar of Germany must bring the military commanders to the court, besides
that which Germany agreed with the Versailles agreement, meanwhile the public
opinion of each France and Britain were not agree about it, because they supposed
that these conditions were not in a very hard and strong, As well as the congress of
America expressed their disagreement, after that they didn’t let Caesar to be judged
and another time the military commanders especially the general Seecti demanded to
break down the weapon, then when the Hitler come to the power in 1933 by all the
voters they breakdown the Versailles agreement(Makmilan,2012,35).
Thereby in 1919 in the conference of peace in Paris “League of Nations” was
established and the capital city of Switzerland "Geneva" determined as an office of
this association also the members of this association were divided into two types:
a- Establishers.
b- Electors.
This association is composed of America, and Allies country that were neutral during
the war, after the circumstances were quiet so the loser country through the war took
part in this association and they establish the decision staff. Also here Wilson gained
the victory when he presented the major rule in selecting the “League of nations” by
convincing other countries about this project.The goals of the League of Nations
were fulfillment the helping, and providing the international peace and security. Also
the membership registration in this association is still open. The first goal of the
League of Nations was concerned in protecting the peace thereby preventing any
other war to happen as the first international war. It also focused in decreasing the
force of the country and the problems between them should be solved by
negotiations(Zaynal,2010,279).
When the peace conference was held, the loser country in the war were not
allowed to take part in it, and the number of article 231 was GermanyVersailles
agreement was responsible for world war I, the goals of this article is to oblige
Germany to pay the taxes for compensating aftermath of the loser country in the
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alliance. Concerning the matter of peace conference, Dr. Dillon mentioned about
Paris and said that: "The Paris where the congress has been established there was not
the previous Paris, but it was as an office which some of the oldest men were met
and their flocks were different from each.So many wonderful examples from many
different gender, tribe and language, were they came to see the unknown future
whatever which they will get by waiting for their future performances. As the
magical view of the story a thousand and onenight which illuminates the front side of
the city by lights, those views brought back so many tragic events toward the
audience: a view showed the hundreds of envied persons those were arrived there as
a representative as a delegation from four constructed countries: from the country of
Tatar, Kurdistan, Korea, Azerbaijan, Armenia Persia and Hejaz, and the men of large
beard and limited noses, were they come from the deserts of Samarqand, Bukhara
and Mergan, all of these were intermixed for peace and an agreement, their clothes
were military type and some of them were in ancient types that didn’t see the light
yet, were formed from a huge coat and regulated clothes all of these
signs(Fishar,2015,519).are supportive for building the statue from fancy dream".
After that the business and financial men came, the smart, concreted, sane, industrial
and adventure men were arrived as well, however the senders of building the modern
system, the members of economic association from United States of American,
Britain, Italy, Poland, the performer of the oil wells, coal mines were arrived, also a
delegation had gone to Paris which involved in discussable, negotiable, angry men
from many fields, the religious men from of all religions, all ideology, as a result
those religious men were intermixed with the lords, marshals, politicians, malefactor
and the member of theconstructing and devastating".Paris had chosen as a head
quarter of peace conference, for this choice many common political signs was found
as follow:
1- Spreading the propaganda about that the Switzerland would be the establishment
of peace conference as a result of their indecency, meanwhile Wilson had preferred
to Paris, because the last one at that time was filled with American forces.
2- The France was damaged more than the any alliance’s country in the materialdamage and in their people, also the factories and governmental establishment had
been crashed, the huge damage was resulted from the attacking by the Germany
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forces and had to break them, therefore this concept will make Paris to be the
strongest candidate for the conference peace than the other place or city.
3- The founding of the conference in Paris will make the voice of France to be more
learned.
It is important to say that the concept of the league nations wasn’t the Wilson’s idea,
but it was belonged to the Anglo-Saxon from the nations of the Latin at the time of
peace war with many of the reverent of the peace in America and England had been
found, some of them began to compose their opinions upon so many suggestion
about that matter including " Lord Fillmore" and "general Smuts", so putting a
suggestion is something but applying would be something different, That’s why
when Wilson had applied these opinions became a well-known fame for his
personality. By imposition many hard condition upon the Germany thereby
Versailles agreement the voice of Germany had risen towards the sky, because many
conditions were imposed upon them and the harder one of them was the condition
which surprised the world enabled east, and this is the harder condition in the peace
agreement which made the huge injury in Germany’s glory(Fishar,2015,520).
The first attractive thing in Paris conference in peace conference, and there was a
strict confrontation between two politics in war periods:
a- The perfect policy: This policy involved 14 articles of Wilson that peacemakers
propagandas, in December 3rd, 1919 during a speech Wilson said that "Our job in
Paris was to show the friendship over the world, the world which united in it all
ethical forces from rights, justice and freedom, also they regulate their life style, all
of the people would answer all the questions according to their mind,
pleasure",(Nawwar and Nahnahi,2009,495).
b- The administration policy: This policy was the cause to ignite the fire of war,
The power countries in war tried to have the likes of colony(Aldirawi,2015,277).they
had to perform some secret agreements in secret in between for dividing and gaining
the interest from the agricultural areas and economics if they could get success and
each of the great country took part in this agreement in less or more part, just the
United

State

of

America

which

didn’t

participate

in

this

agreement(Zaynal,2010,283).As the United States of America had the major role in
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ending World War I, but it also created many difficult situations, because of that
each the country of France, Italy and Britain met frequently in between them in
different times and places, some of the meetings were between two, three or more
counties, according to these documents the ottoman state had divided among each of
Britain, France, Italy and Russia, while the east regions of the Germany had divided
to Japan and Britain state, also they decided for getting back the two districts "Alsace
and Lorraine" and the west of the Rain region to the France, while the promise had
given to Italy for getting back the regions of the Trento, Trieste and part of the petrol
from Austria, Hungary, some regions of the Adriatic such as Astoria and north
Dalmatia(Makmilan,2012,641).
On one hand, the alliance were reliable in fulfillment the agreements, on the
other hand, the United States of America was against these agreements, although
these problems were counter to those principles which the peace conference had built
upon them, and it was that according to this conference the map geography of the
world must be rearranged especially the map of Europe, also in result of the war
principle, to make an easy path for applying the human rights by rubbing out the
offensive from the strong nations toward the weak once ,etc.
And many other types of world nations. Here the president of United States of
America Wilson tried to stop the balance of the forces and treated the injuries of
World War I, and to prevent the world not to face the tragedy as in 1914. Therefore,
he expressed his suggestion by presenting 14 famous points as a base for world peace
had been built upon them, also in point 14; he suggested an opinion to construct the
world organization to gain the world peace which called "League of Nations" .He
believes that the regulation of the world security must be the active gate for world
policy, he knew that those agreements that had been written on the paper were not
enough, but it needs an organization to manage and apply these agreements for that
reason Wilson believe strongly about the league of nations, its rights were the ethic
forces is important, but also it needs the military forces to support the situation. So
that in April 1919 the constitution of the League of Nations has constructed and
shared.
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According to the constitution of League of Nations the league was divided into these
parts:
a- Assembly: consisted of representatives of all members of the league, with each
state allowed up to three representative and one vote. And each of them was allowed
to present opinions but should not construct the laws.
b- Council: at the beginning it composed of nine members, five of them were
permanent members from the alliance included "Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan
and United States of America", with four non-permanent members were should be
elected by the members of the council.
c- Permanent Secretariat: it composed of a group of civil servants, their duties
were collecting the right information, recording the agreements number, in another
words, they carried out the duties were the secretariat carried out upon it. Wilson
realized that the important thing for him in the world peace was League of Nations,
while if the requests of the alliances being executed, his hope won’t be done.
Therefore he supported all of his principles one by one during the peace conference,
and the points that being executed was refusing of Italy requests in the region of
Fiyom , the requests of the Clemenceau of the separation of region of Rain in the
Germany, preventing France for receiving the valley of Saar and settlement of the
project which included bring the war onto Germany(Makmilan,2012,645).Besides all
of those disagreements by the Wilson’s oppositions, Wilson could win in the case of
League of Nations converted into a part of that agreement and put in covenants; the
League of Nations gave the hope about the peace to the humanity. Wilson prospected
about country dividing were each of "lewd George, Clemenceau and Orland"
prospected preferred to prosecute would replace to mandatory system "deputation
system" which become the condition to surcease the imperialism at limited period,
Because of that Wilson afraid continually about Germany to hold the hard request
were

resulting

from

the

war

bring

out

toward

the

Germany(Nahnahi,2012,186).During the negotiations of the final conditions of
peace, Clemenceau suggested that the Rain region from Germany should be deduced
and went under Europe welfare continuingly. Also the peace agreement should be
signed with each of emirate in Germany separately and independently in order to be
able to destroy Germany unity, both Wilson and Lewd George disapproved that
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opinion, they took out another opinion for defending Italy against the fear of
Germany toward them, which was the limited number of Germany troops and tying
an agreement among France, United States of America and Great Britain , according
to the content of it, United States of America and Britain obligated to support France
in any time if Germany violates France. In June 28th, 1919 the Versailles agreement
put the war crime on Germany and also Germany should sign on it unwillingly,
without having any privilege on the articles of the agreement, so that according to
this agreement Germany lost more lands, thereby "Alsace and Lorraine" got back to
the France, "opinion maldomorizinet" were got back to Belgium and the three
empires

of

(Germany,

ottoman

and

Austria)

were

tore

up(Husen

and

Nimat,2012,194).Besides of the entire tiredness of president Wilson, in February,
1919 when Wilson got right back to the Washington to show the project of
"Versailles and league of nations" onto the American congress and at the same time
he faced more and hard censures, resistance by his hostiles, especially about point
numbered 10 of constitution of the council, and according to that point; during
happening any problems in Europe, the forces of United States of America should be
used. So that the league of nations had disapproved by the American congress,
eventually the United States of America had pulled back its membership of the
league of nations(Zaynal,2010,287).
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CHAPTER 5 .THE RETURNING REASONS OF UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA TO THE ISOLATION POLIVY AFTER WAR
Besides of the huge roles that United States of America had during the events world
war I, but at the time war had stopped the general sense has covered upon the
American people soul was getting back their country to the previous normal
situation, in another words, back to the situation before 1914, but here some
questions are arise; Is the United States of America after its participation in world
war I, would it be possible for America to be neutral once again, because there are
still so many problems allover the world especially the nations which is under the
imperialism heft were called for getting their independence, and Wilson "the
president of United States of America" said that “each nation has its own right to be
independent”.
Is the United States of America will ignore all of those nations?, in fact the
isolation policy could be a difficult obstacle for the United States of America
especially after world war I, so the United States of America wouldn’t be able to be
neutral, because they would take part in world war II (1939-1945) therefore; it would
be very hard and tough for United States of America to be(Zaynal,2010,204).The
participation of United States of America in European war was a result from unusual
situations. United States of American people after Worldwar I thought directly and
couldn’t express their agreement about the peace conference, Versailles agreement
and League of nations. By that attitude, the democratic party had excluded from the
election in 1920 and the power of the State was given to one of the leader of the
republicans patriotic "Harding".It’s important to saythat; some internal problems and
obstacles were come forward after the world war I in united states of American as it
has been involvedto the problems of many hundreds thousands of those young that
come back from the war in Europe to intermix with the nations in the united states of
American again, many of them had lost their job and replaced them by some other
people.No doubt, those youth have been very frustrated and they thought that the
America has the big duty towards them because those young served America in
world war I in front lines of battle, they have got a dissatisfied emotion by achieving
two millions of young people, it was as the result of their lives which is intermixed
with European life especially France and Belgium for the first time and they tasted
the freedom on the contrary of their country by having racism and color, therefore
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when they come back to united states of America they expressed their new emotions
by protests and movements and many times they had been answered deeply by the
American government, for finding the suitable solution by the government for these
young they were splinted decreased the immigration of the European toward the
united states of American people especially under the pressure of workers syndicate.
Because of huge number of desolated young migrated from Europe to the United
States of America, it reached 90,000 immigrants in 1920 and in the 1921 the United
States of America produced passed a law to fix this number by one year about
350000 immigrants and divided them onto the American people by average 3%
based the statistics in 1910. But the pressure at that time by the labors syndicate in
1924 decreased the immigrant’s number until 165000. It is important to mention that
besides those causes there were some nations for decreasing the number of
immigrants for that reason, while the immigration brought many immigrants toward
the United States of America, and the government wished to protect the guardianship
of the old immigrants, because they were Saxony, Germany and Scandinavian
propertied. Also between the years 1920-1932 the republicans administered the
united states of American that they imposed the principles and ideology of the
conservatism upon the state. In fact it covers the public opinions view American
nations most and they were aligned and supported to have free economic
and without any obstacles and conditions, From that moment when Harding caught
the power of administration he puts all their notions and ideasto be implemented in
economic scope and in the first stage they tried to strengthen the freedom of each,
economy

and

industry

and

they

elevated

the

taxes

of

customs

as

well(Qurayshi,2011,236).Also its very important to say that the nature of American
nation wouldn’t want to interfere with the war which appeared in Europe, meanwhile
in afraid of the huge threating on the American’s economy and those huge loans
were given to some European countries as a result if the Germany will win in the
war, it will affect adversely on the American’s economy so we can say that the
united states of America wouldn’t like the war by their wishes, but in contrast they
participated the war for one year to protect their economy, because if Germany won
in the war against alliances, it would put imposition of their colonial politics over the
world and therefore; after the war any effectives in the society and economy could
affect the united states of America. The public opinion in the united states of
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America in the current situation have had the readinessto be the opponent to dispute
with European countries, by failing the foreign policy of Wilson during war world I,
and insisting of the racism policy and independency of the special welfare of the
Europe,

but

United

States

of

America

couldn’t

bring

back

neutral

years(Alsabhawi,2013,194).The military and economic forces of United States of
America for bringing to an end World War I, it moved toward the world policy
willingly or unwillingly. Diverse loans and materialistic assistance, it led United
States of America toward Europe, they obliged to release marginalized policy hand
in hand with alliance countries so they could move toward the Europe, the
conference of Washington in 1921 had achieved for decreasing naval forces of the
Europe and Japan countries, they agreed with Japan and the countries of western to
guarantee of china’s independency and peace agreement. The international peace
guarantee agreement and preventing to utilize the forces, which is well known by
"Glog-bryant" agreement between the foreign ministers of united states of America
and France which cooperated the foreign politics of united states of America with the
world’s activities, in contrast the racism politics in the united states of America still
had a huge support until that time, in 1935-1937 three publication had decided which
was related to the world’s case. The goal of those publications and decisions were to
strengthening the congress for stopping some of powers of the president. Many
members of congress were loyal with protection of independency policy, that policy
which was well-known as a guarantee of freedom commercial, at the same time the
step in Europe of United States of America was discussed as a meaningful step for
world commercial freedom participated as permanent tradition(Nuray,2013,233).
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6. CONCLUSION
In the current research, it has been concluded that the Wilson had a direct effect on
American nation, even from the start of four years of world warin 1914-1917 still
his nation has to choose neutrality and unapproachable for four years, As for trade,
America hadn’t preferred the unapproachable politics and it has done their trade
continuously with alliances, Germany and Germany alliances as well. But the trade
with alliance was more than with Germany and the Germany alliance, also the
remnant’s speeches of Wilson were remained on the general attitude of the America
and the congress as well, in one of those speeches at the beginningof World War
Iand said that “American nation should be independent through the actions and
dealings in front of this war, until the first four years they preserved by the principles
of Monroe but, because of the power policy and unique of the Germany in the pattern
of using the undersea forces and submerging trade ships and breaking the world
agreements were given to Germany as a condition dealing that Germany couldn’t
submerge those ships were whom independent and from trades.
From the start, Germany State supported this agreement while after that to
pressurize Britain for using it under their control, but Germany broke this agreement,
and Germany decided that to submerge any ships were moved through the see expect
those belongs to the Germany alliance, by this way the ships of united states of
America were exposed from Germany attacks, and one of the American ships was
submerged by the Germany attack called Lusitania as a result it leads to death of 129
American people , and in fact that was not a direct reason for participating united
states of world war I, but because of united states of America had given the alliances
much more duties so if the Germany and it’s alliance had won the war against the
alliances, it should have led to breakdown of the united states economy, neither
Wilson nor the general opinion of united states were not with the participating the
war which was achieved outside of the united states boarders, while they were afraid
of their economy collapsing and this was the direct reason of the participating in
world war I. So participating in war by the United States should be supported by
Wilson too, and how he could move the general opinion of United States and
congress toward the war for protecting their economy. But the personality of Wilson
wasn’t in normal states and he was a fluent speaker besides of his two certificates in
law and rights also he had the certificate of philosophy which enabled him to present
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the best and effective speech to the audiences, and because he had a certificate in
rights he was able to present speeches about the rights of American nations and also
world nations.
Also the certification in law made him to present a best speech about political
opinion and notes, while the certification of philosophy supported him to use some
statements for American people interest during his speeches. The effective one
among his speech was done when he made his speech toward the congress for
pursuing them in participating the war, he said in the first of his speech “gentleman
of the congress” meaning that intelligent men, capable and creditable in the
congress” by beginning with this word and along with his speech could gain the
acceptance of the congress with all of the voters, they mentioned the illegal action by
the Germany against the American trade ships, also it has been mentioned that the
causes of economics collapse of the America if the last one couldn’t participate the
war, then the using of the another statement which said that “we must transplant the
peace and render it to the out boarders” , also the talk about the future of the world
which return to under their authority, this type of speech had affected the general
opinion of the American nation and the congress and pushed to take part in war.
However the spectacular thing is that, the general opinion of the America was
preferred the neutrality for four years this situation through the war, another
consequence for being isolatedit may lead to have internal war in united states
,because their nation composed of many different groups were immigrated to the
united states from around the Europe, as a result they were scaryof born based on the
idea of any American individual to go back and support the original population and
pushed them to internal war, but Wilson prevented during his speech and said that
“America couldn’t interfere with the war as colonial force but could interfere as
savior force” in this way the treatment of this problem has been sort it out, in fact
taking part of war brought them the minimal harm and maximal swage, in the time
when Germany thought that the united states never had any experience in war and
will not be able to be an effective force.
Indeed the United States had the problem of decreasing the experience, but
because of Wilson’s performance and he has been given the free power to use the
economy of America in war, so the battleship of America had strengthened quickly
and many of the American young intermixed as a volunteer. Wilson pushed the
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congress then they passed a law about recording the young names and quickly the
number was increased lead to the great happiness by British and French, about
Wilson when he managed a big and effective role in participating of world war I by
the same way, he had the same role in war stopping by presenting the 14 points
which were famous around the world, one of them was that” each nation could
determine their rights” by this statement till now America couldn’t eat up from the
under colonial nations especially “Kurdish” , the Kurdish has been divided during the
war by the Sykes–Picot agreement in the 1916 for four parts, this division happened
in the period after two years of Wilson points when he said that “ each nation could
determine their rights” until now and we are in the year of 2015 the Kurdish people
couldn’t gain their independency.
Another effective point of Wilson’s points was establishment of " the league
of nations" must be established, but the conference had started in Paris 1919 the
decision of this congress has been produced, on one hand America leaded it when
Wilson by himself leading the delegate and the travelled to Paris while the project of
league nations exposed to the huge censure by the congress of united states of
American, because of the points in this league said that the American forces should
be used any time in the Europe during happening any problems.While this project
had been rejected by the congress and this reason pushed America to retreat from the
League of Nations. This was happen in the period the American opinion moved
toward the reclusion and desertion over again from the Europe problem and crisis
and turn back to the situation before war, but it is too late, because America should
participate world war II, Paris has been chosen as center of the conference of the
peace because it has given the maximum loss in war, besides that Wilson and lewd
gorge hoped to choose the independent country as a center for peace conference,
but Georges Clemenceau who was the oldest man and the prime minister of France
couldn’t agree except in Paris. Therefore; Paris has been chosen as a center of
conference of peace, each of the heaviest conditions were against Germany produced
and published, eventually Germany forces have been limited for preventing them to
attack over again. The nations of Europe, Germany, their alliance and loser country
in war and they did many demission for the alliances.
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D.TalihaAlsabahwaD.RaxiAlhalmi, TarixWilayatAlmutahidaAlaamrikia, Dar
Talas, (Dimashq: 1996).



FarhanZyadatwa Ibrahim Farichat, TarixAlshahbAlaamriki, Dar Dawlyah,
(Kweit: 1946).



D.AbdulwahabAlkyalmi,

mawsuhaalsyasya,

muasasalarabyaaldirasa

walnashr,g2.


D.AbdulazizSulaymanNiwarwaD.MuhammedMuhammedChamalAldin
,tarixAlwilayatAlmutahidaAlamrikia min qrnalsadsashrahhataalqrnalhashrin,
daralfkralarabi, (alqahira:1999).



Abdul

Fatah

Hasan

Abu

tarixAlamrikinwaltakunAlsyasiAlwilayatAlmutahidahAlaamrikya,

Alya,
Dar

almarixlilnashr, (AlmamlakatAlarabyaAlsuduya: 1987).


AwadwZawtr, RusahAlwilayatAlmutahidahAlamrikyaminz 1789 hatayawm
,daralhikmah,( Londn:2006).
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Kurdish Sources:


D.FazillahQurayshi, mezhuyAmrikaSyasi-Aburi-Chugrafi, ,: Ali Haji Zlmi,
chapxanayRojhalat,(Hawler:2011).



D.AbdulrahmanAlsabaawi, mezhuynwewhawcharxiAmrika, w: Imad Jalal
Habibullah ,ChapxanayChwarchra ,(B-G:2013).



AmrAldiwari, ChangiChihaniyakamnmayshekiwenadar,w: SafinLawchak,
ChapxanayChwarchra,(Slemani:2015).



D.AbdulazizSlemanNawar

u

D.AbdulmajidNahnahi,

mezhuyHawcharxAwrupa la shorshifaransiawa ta change dwamichihani, w:
XalidHarki, ChapxanayWazaratiRawshanbiri, (Hawler:2009).


VianMajid ,sistamihzbi la amrika w karigarilasarsystamihukmranidawlataka,
chapxanaybinay,(B-G:2008).



D.FazilHussen u D.KazmHashmNahma, MezhuynweyAwrupa 1815-1939, u
MastafaSahid Ali, ChapxanayChwarchra,(B,G:2010).



Margaret Makmilan, Paris aw shashmangaychihanigori 1919, u Mansur
Salimi ,ChapxanayXani,(Duhok:2012).



MuhtasamNachmadin,
Amrikasarkawtnupashakshebarchastabunisystamekinweyfrachamsarichihani,
chapxanaykaro, (Slemani: 2015).



VOA, SarokakaniAmrika, u: DindarHamo, ChapxanayMnara, (Hawler:
2013).



D.MuhammedMuhammedSalih,mezhuyAwrupalasardamiRensastawakuShor
shiFaransi 1500-1789, u : Aram Muhammed, (B-G: 2011).



D.MustafaRafhiQaziSharhiBeyrut, EmawAmrikaGashtnama, u: Muhammed
Abdulla Kakasur, ChapxanayChwarchra, (B-G: 2006).



M.D.AwniAbdulrahmanSabhawi, MezhuyAmrikay new u Sardam, u:
D.Muhammed Abdulla Kakasur,ChapxanayRojhalat,(Hawler:2012),G3.



AzaHasibQaradaxi, Halbjardn La Amrika, ChapxanayRojhalat, (Hawler:
2008).



FrishtaNuray,

MezhuyGorankariKomalayati

u

HawramanFariqKarim, ChapxanayTaran, (Iran-2013).
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syasiAmrika,

u:



D.

Aras

FareeqZaynal,

mejuyAmrika

la

Konawa

ta

amro,

chapkhanaypaywand, (silemani: 2010).


Abdul

majeedNahnahi,

mejuynweyWilayataYegertuwakaniAmrika,

w,

MstafaSaheed Ali, chapkhanaychwarchra, (Selimani: 2012).


DanariNadyar, mejuysarbakhoy w yekamdasturiAmrika, w: Majeed kaka
waysi, chapkhaxaymukriyani, (Hawler : 2012).



A.I.L. Fishar, mejuyNweyAwrupa le sardamishorashiFaransiyawa ta Sali
1950, w: shukurselimani w sarweenArjan, chapkhanayrojhalat, (Hawler :
2015), G3.



FransisFokoyama,

Amrikalebardamchwarreyanda,

chapkhanayshvan, (Hawler- 2009).
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w:

NasirSalahi,

